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Resumen 
  
 La tecnología móvil está en auge. Los teléfonos móviles inteligentes 
(smartphones) y las tabletas están revolucionando la forma en la que interactuamos con el 
mundo digital, permitiendo una mayor penetración de la tecnología en los distintos 
ambientes y situaciones en que nos movemos. Esto es especialmente cierto respecto a los 
más jóvenes, los llamados nativos digitales, que han nacido y crecen rodeados por este 
tipo de dispositivos. 
 
 Es por tanto un paso lógico, introducir la digitalización móvil en las aulas y 
conquistar el ámbito de la educación, sin duda uno de los más importantes en una 
sociedad avanzada. Los beneficios que ello conlleva pueden ser muchos: mejora de la 
eficiencia en los procesos de comunicación y organización de la enseñanza, mejora del 
aprendizaje e interés de los alumnos, mejora de la accesibilidad a la educación con una 
mayor cantidad y variedad de recursos, etc. 
 
 En los últimos años se han estado llevando a cabo muchos proyectos con éste 
ultimo objetivo, uno de ellos es el proyecto iDEA (siglas de internet para la 
Digitalización Efectiva del Aula) de la fundación Albéniz, que ya se puede encontrar en 
algunos colegios en España. Este proyecto consiste en una plataforma educativa virtual 
que incluye un sistema gestor de aprendizaje y un sistema gestor de contenidos, 
construidos entorno al libro de texto digital (lo que lo hace especial respecto otros 
sistemas similares) . Cuenta actualmente con una aplicación web, una aplicación para 
tabletas Android y un sistema de datos en la nube mediante un servicio web. 
 
 El objetivo de este proyecto es desarrollar una versión básica de la aplicación para 
iPad, que permita a un alumno consultar su agenda y acceder a los libros digitales. Para 
ello se han utilizado Xcode y Objective-c, proporcionados por Apple para la 
implementación de aplicaciones iOS. Como modelos para el proceso de desarrollo se 
sigue modelo en V y el desarrollo dirigido por tests (TDD), con el propósito de conseguir 
un software verificable y de calidad. 
 
Palabras clave: educación, e-learning, m-learning, blended learning, plataforma 

educativa virtual, plataforma de enseñanza, gestor de aprendizaje (LMS), gestor de 
contenidos (CMS), libro digital, tecnologías móviles, tablets, iOS, iPad.  
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Summary 
 

The mobile technologies are booming. The smartphones and tablets are a 
revolution for our interaction with the digital world, allowing the technology a greater 
penetration in our every day situations. This is specially true for the youngest ones, the 
digital natives, born and grown surrounded by this kind of devices. 

 
Is, therefore, a logical step to bring the mobile digitalization to the classroom and 

conquer the educational environment, clearly one of the most important faces of an 
advanced society. The benefits this can bring are many: greater efficiency in the 
communication and organization in the school, increment of the students interest and 
learning capabilities, wider access to education and bigger range of resources, etc. 

 
For the past few years, many projects have been devised with this one goal. One 

of them is the iDEA developed by Albéniz Foundation. Its name stands for: Internet for 
the effective digitalization of the classroom (Internet para la Digitalización Efectiva del 
Aula, in Spanish). This project consists on a virtual educational platform which includes a 
learning management system (LMS) and content management system (CMS), built 
around the digital textbook (a big difference with other similar projects). Currently, it 
includes a web application, an Android App, and a cloud data system offered by a web 
service. 

 
This project aims to develop a basic version of the App for iPad, which should 

allow a student to check his agenda and read the digital books. It will be performed using 
Xcode and Objective-c, the tools and language that Apple offers for the implementation 
of iOS apps. To get a high quality and testable system, the development process follows 
the V-Model and the TDD (Test Driven Development) methodologies. 
 
Keywords: education, e-learning, m-learning, blended learning, virtual educational 

platform, teaching platform, learning management system (LMS), content 
management system (CMS), digital book, mobile technologies, tablets, iOS, iPad. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and goals. 

1.1 Introduction 

The e-learning systems are widely known. Present teachers and students use them in 
a daily basis for their usual tasks: creating and distributing contents, evaluating the 
students, sending messages, etc. To use them, both students and teachers needed a 
computer with internet connection, which restricted its use in the classroom. 

 
With the release of the first iPad in 2010, a concept came alive and the tablet 

computers finally conquered the mainstream. A new class of device was born and many 
companies, like Samsung, followed Apple. The specifications of this new tablets seem to 
be perfectly suited for educational purposes, and companies and developers have noticed 
it. Now, new learning systems (m-learning) are being devised to improve the 
digitalization of the school.  
 

In Spain, Albéniz Foundation started a big project called iDEA [A11], a virtual 
educational platform designed to integrate with the traditional learning system, improving 
it by providing digital contents and tools to replace old systems, with special emphasis in 
the heavy-weight printed text books.  

 
What makes iDEA different from other similar projects is that is built around the 

digital multimedia textbook. The students just need one tablet to have at hand all the 
course books, notebooks and agendas. But Idea it’s not just for the students, also for the 
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teachers and parents, providing content management, communication and control in a 
way that only a virtual environment can. 

 
Currently, iDEA has a Web application and an App for Android tablets, but they still 

don’t have an application for iPad, which is the aim of this project. 

1.2 Goals 

The main goal of the project is the development of the product, which is a basic first 
version of the iDEA’s iPad App. The App should follow the design of the current iDEA’s 
Android App, providing cohesion to the platform. This version should, in broad strokes: 

 
- Allow a student to log in and see his agenda information, consisting of lectures, 

events, tasks and messages. 
 

- Allow a student to read and interact with the multimedia contents of any course 
book in the student’s collection. 
 

All the user’s data is stored in the cloud and the system must download it through the 
iDEA Web Service API. A detailed description of the product and context is available at 
section 3.1 System description. 

 
It is vital to obtain a highly testable system, as close to 100% as possible. With that 

purpose the development of the project will follow the V-Model as the developing 
process and the TDD methodologies, which are explained in section 3.2 Methodology. 

1.3 Report structure 

This document is organized in five chapters, a bibliography and an annex. Following, 
a brief description of each part: 

- Chapter 1, Introduction and Goals: presents a short introduction to the project 
and it’s goals, stages and necessary means.  

- Chapter 2, State of the Art: describes the context of the project and the use of 
new technologies in education (particularly the tablets). Presents the iDEA 
project and a brief iPad review with tablets market share at present and near 
future.  

- Chapter 3, Analysis and Design: explains the development process and 
specifies the system requirements and models. 

- Chapter 4, Tests: presents the test plan and stipulate the tests that will be 
necessary to validate each requirement obtained during the analysis and design 
phases. 

- Chapter 5, Closure: submits the final results, future work and personal 
conclusions. 
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- Bibliography: lists the sources referenced in this document plus any other 
resource used during the development of this project. 

- Annex: contains the glossary of terms, planning, budget and the specification of 
the iDEA’s Web Service API. 

1.4 Project Stages 

The realization of this project includes many different tasks, which can be grouped 
into three main blocks: investigation, documentation and implementation. 

 
- Investigation:	   it is the first step in the process. It consisted in the study of the 

different parts involved in the project prior to the beginning of the development. 
It included: 

o iOS development course. 
o iDEA’s Web Service. 
o iDEA’s Android App. 
o Methodologies: V-Model and Test Driven Development. 

 
- Documentation:	   this block is divided into two stages: initial and final 

documentation (prior and after the implementation and testing phase). The first 
documentation included the following activities: 

o State of the art. 
o System Analysis. 
o Acceptance Tests Design. 
o System Design. 
o System Tests Design. 
o Architecture Design. 
o Module Design. 
o Module Tests Design. 
The final documentation stage consisted in the completion of this document, 

with the results of the development, and a full revision of all the contents. 
 

- Implementation and testing:	  with the products obtained during the first stage of 
the documentation (requirements, modules and test plans), this phase consisted in 
these activities: 

o Coding the app and unitary testing. 
o Integration Testing. 
o System Testing. 
o Acceptance Testing. 
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Chapter 2 

State of the art 

2.1 IT in education, e-learning and         
m-learning 

As any other field in present human society, the information technologies are 
being integrated into the education. The concept of e-learning, which means electronic 
learning and refers to the use of digital systems for educational purposes, shouldn’t be 
strange to anyone related to education or IT.  

 
However, there is a wide variety of systems and a long list of fuzzy overlapping 

terms that try to classify them depending on their different approaches and features.  

2.1.1 Classification of e-learning systems 

There is not a standard nomenclature to categorize the e-learning systems, and the 
multiple terms available that emphasize particular aspects may lead to misconceptions. In 
order to avoid confusion, the most extended concepts are going to be presented for further 
use throughout this document. 
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There are some terms to define the way in which the interaction among the 
participants is performed. Commonly, there can be three different approaches: 
 
- Self-Study: participants in this learning process do not interact at all. Self-Study 

could be considered as asynchronous, but this approach is oriented to tools and 
material prepared in advance, which are used by the learner without later interactions 
intended. Typical examples of self study are tutorials, e-books/hypermedia and drills. 

 
- Asynchronous: this kind of e-learning does not require for participants to be present 

at the same time to enable work relations. Examples of asynchronous e-learning 
include watching a video lesson, taking an online exam or posting questions to a 
message board. 
 

- Synchronous: in a synchronous e-learning process, interaction is performed in real 
time. The users must join the virtual session in the same time. Examples of 
synchronous tools could be instant messaging, shared whiteboards, audio-video 
conferences or live webcasting. 

From another perspective, an e-learning system may be devised or used to assist 
another learning technique (like traditional classroom teaching) or to replace it 
completely. For this consideration, the following terms are commonly used: 

 
- Distance e-learning (DeL): this term is used for the learning process that doesn’t 

require physical presence in situ. 
 

- Blended learning/ Flexible learning/ Hybrid learning/ Computer Assisted 
Instruction (CAI): all this terms refer to the fact that the learning/ instruction 
process combines face-to-face and virtual learning/ teaching. 

To classify the e-learning systems by their implemented functionalities, the terms 
with more use are: 

 
- Learning Management System (LMS)/ Virtual learning environment (VLE)/ 

Learning platform: is an e-learning system that models conventional in-person 
education by providing a virtual environment. It offers an interface to present the 
learning modules to learners. Participants can interact and access to classes, class 
content, tests, homework, grades, assessments, etc. Moreover, there are mechanisms 
to manage user access control and user classifications. One important characteristic 
of such systems is the ability to monitor progress of users activities and completion 
status. 
 

- Content Management System, Course Management System, CMS: it enables 
content creators, instructors and teachers to store, manage, create and edit learning 
resources. By building shareable context, one aspect of such systems becomes 
important, so called RLO (Reusable Learning Objects) or reusable content 
components. It is easy to separate content from its layout, by providing appropriate 
presentation methods. 
 

- Learning Content Management System, LCMS: are systems that integrate LMS 
and CMS. 
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- Digital teaching platform: is a new e-learning system, designed to work as the main 

instructional environment in today’s technology immersive classrooms. It supports 
the teacher with tools for curriculum planning, classroom management, and student 
assessment. It is devised to operate in a teacher-led classroom as the primary carrier 
of the curriculum content. 

The concepts presented so far, are the most general and important ones. Those are 
considered enough to get the global picture and it could take too long to describe all the 
terms.  

However, as a nexus between this and the next section, a last word is introduced. 
Since the massification of the new mobile devices, smartphones and tablets, the e-
learning systems are been adapted for them. This has brought this term to the top terms 
in e-learning: 

- M-learning: the m-learning, from mobile learning, refers to the use of mobile 
devices to access the e-learning system. 

2.1.2 Adequacy of tablets for education 

A tablet computer is a mobile computer, larger than a mobile phone or PDA, 
integrated into a flat touch screen. User interacts with it mainly by touching the screen 
with his fingers. Its popularization, since the release of the first iPad in 2010, has been a 
revolution in the IT market. This device quickly demonstrated a great acceptance by the 
users. Why shouldn’t the tablets be used to support the learning process in school? Is it a 
good idea? 

 
It makes sense to think about tablets as the perfect learning platform, as the 

Digital Age is a reality where the new generations grow surrounded by electronics. In 
their very beginning, they start already to pay an obsessive attention to these devices, 
specially now with the touch interaction paradigm. They use them to play, later for social 
interactions, work or free time activities. The fact: electronic devices are more attractive. 

 
At this point, it is known that using digital technologies may be very helpful for 

teachers and students. It offers better ways to reach and encourage young people, making 
learning processes easier and more interesting. It also helps with faster and better data 
access and management. Nevertheless, nothing is exempt of risks and this is no 
exception. 
 

There are many disadvantages that must be taken into consideration before 
designing and developing a m-learning system. How, when and where are tablets a 
positive tool? It depends directly on its interaction paradigm, its scope and capabilities 
and another respects like the students age, knowledge, teachers, etc. 

 
Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the pros and cons, and take them to our 

project to check its viability from its original concept. Let’s picture first the positive 
features. 
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1. Portability: a Tablet PC is very light, less than one kilogram, has a long time 

battery cycle and a quick start system, giving it great portability and making them 
very attractive now that mobility and comfort become even more important in the 
IT. 

2. Natural human interaction: the touch screen interaction is closer to human 
beings, especially for kids and people not used to traditional interaction with 
digital devices. That provides a nicer user experience without the requirement of 
prior training. Also, as this paradigm is relatively new and people like new things, 
it makes tablets more beautiful. 
  

3. Computing power: furthermore, its computing capabilities are more than 
sufficient to support an extensive set of applications: documents, calculations, 
simulators, eBooks, videos, audios, photos, drawings, 2D-3D games, etc. With so 
many possibilities there are many different ways to learn and it’s easier to enjoy 
it. If a child enjoys learning it’s near one hundred percent chance that he will 
spend more time doing it and he will get more profit from it. 

 
4. Connectivity: its connectivity allows a student to access and share any 

information at any moment any place; as long as it has a WIFI or 3G network 
available. 

 
5. Digital data, hypermedia: as it is known, the digital hypermedia paradigms 

make data navigation faster, easier and more intuitive for everyone. Text, images, 
videos and audios are all available and linked.  Reading a text about how 
something works and easily access a link with a demonstration video and go 
immediately to a related content to amplify the information about a specific part, 
etc. The data navigation speed and comfort is unmatched by any non-digital 
resource.  

 
All these specifications make the tablets the perfect substitute for heavy 

traditional textbooks, notebooks, agendas, folders, etc. But not a mere substitute as it 
provides even more possibilities. Yet there is no enough experience and data to roundly 
prove that tablets improve the learning process. In addition, there are some drawbacks of 
tablets that everyone starting a related project should take into account. 

 
1. Low memory storage/ network needs: memory capacity of tablets is limited and 

they can’t store everything you store on a computer. That’s not a big deal when 
connected to the Internet and as long as application designers keep that in their 
minds, but it makes tablets less useful when no network is available. If any school 
is going to use them, it must provide a good network that supports all of them 
connected at a time with a good download speed. This problem may be temporary 
as new smaller solid disks are being developed. 
 

2. Uncomfortable to produce contents: other disadvantage is that tablets are not 
appropriate to produce large contents like text documents, presentations, etc. 
There are many apps in the market to do such things, but the way to do it, with a 
tactile deployed keyboard that consumes half screen, is less comfortable than the 
classic keyboard on a common computer with a bigger screen. There are some 
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designs of adaptable keyboard platforms that try to convert a tablet into a netbook, 
solving partially that issue.  
 

3. Obsolescence: there is a problem of obsolescence of these, for the moment, non-
upgradeable devices. You can’t change any part so it’s not completely adapted to 
the evolution rate of the digital technologies. In a few years the available models 
on market evolve so much that your device might get slow or incompatible with 
some apps within two or three years. For example, Apple has released a new iPad 
model every year since the first one in 2010. Now there are iPad models with four 
and eighteen times more computing and graphic power than the first model. 

 
4. Fragility: tablets may be fragile, specially their large screen. Their live cycle may 

be shorter on a kid’s hand. This may be a point against little children using tablets 
for learning. Anyway it is fixable by developing adapted and reinforced tablets, 
but it is still a huge inconvenient. 

 
5. Missuses and learning interferences: there may be negative consequences of the 

use of tablets for learning. As any other digital device, tablets can be a source of 
diversion. There are examples proving that using tablets too soon or too much 
may interfere with younger children learning. Cases of babies trying to use a 
magazine just like they interact with a tablet. If this is the case and it’s a new 
technology, we can’t know exactly how it can damage children learning on their 
first years of live. Also an undue use of these devices may deteriorate other areas 
of knowledge for children education. 

 
At this point, it is safe to say that tablets may be a good complement for 

education, under study and surveillance. Tablets usage in the schools is still experimental 
and some years must past until conclusive results come up, but initial data and 
expectations are promising. For a project, it’s necessary to take care of the details, 
specially the target audience, teaching and control systems and memory and network 
limitations. 

2.1.3 Projects introducing tablets in schools 

Companies and governments are working to develop m-learning systems and 
promote schools projects to take in this technology. Introducing the tablets into school 
requires, in many cases, to adapt them through virtual educational platforms to suit the 
teaching and learning needs. Some of this projects are described below in this section. 

i. ) Amplify 

Amplify [A9] is an ambitious project to introduce tablets in k-12 education (from 
kindergarten to 19 years) in the United States. The Amplify solution is a digital teaching 
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platform and a customized Android Tablet. In May 2013 they announced the deployment 
of more than twenty thousand devices for students and teachers in North Carolina.  
 

The Amplify teaching platform takes parts of other e-learning systems (LMS, CMS, 
etc.) and delivers them in an integrated and intuitive interface. It includes:  

  
- Real-time, in-class formative assessment tools with instant feedback: Amplify 

provides a range of assessment products designed for the different needs of the 
students, based on the Common Core State Standards. It allows the teachers to create 
instructional plans for the whole class or a small group, track class and student 
progress, view individual answers to each question and link to student work as 
needed, etc. 

 
	  

 
Illustration 1: Amplify, Classroom management and control tools. 
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- Built-in classroom management and controls: amplify provides a collection of 
tools to help the teachers during a lecture in the classroom. They can control what the 
students can do in their tablets (by selecting the allowed apps during the lecture) with 
App Blocker, what they are actually doing with On Task, claim the student’s 
attention by blocking the students tablets screens, fast call on a random student to get 
equal participation,  quickly divide the class in groups and time activities. 

 
- Playlist builder: allows teachers to develop educational playlists—filled with digital 

content from their own collections, preloaded tablet content or the Web—and share 
them with students. They can also create assessments and quizzes to be sent to the 
students. The playlists are flexible so that teachers can direct content to the entire 
class, specific smaller groups or individuals for personalized instruction.  

ii. ) Samsung Smart School 

Samsung has developed its own solution, Samsung Smart School [A10], to help 
students and teachers in the classroom. Since 2011, they have been running pilot 
programs in different schools all over the world, obtaining very positive results. 

The solution offered by Samsung provides teachers with the ability to lead 
interactive lessons and real-time group activities through an intuitive touchscreen and 
content sharing features. 

 
- Screen sharing and monitoring: allows to display teacher’s and student’s screens to 

all devices simultaneously. The teacher can monitor all student’s screens in real time. 
 

- Group Activities: encourages participation in cooperative activities using large 
canvas and sharing functions. 

 
- Content sharing: enables sharing text, images, video files and share website URL 

between teacher and students.  
 
- Quiz and quick poll: provides interactive testing and quick poll tool for easy 

assessment and encourages student participation. 
 

Smart School also brings learning management tools, which enable students to 
access course materials and information as well as school notices and forums through 
their tablets.  

 
Samsung has developed a Student Information System to help teachers to manage 

all the student data such as general info, attendance and grades history and awards and 
demerits. 
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2.2 The iDEA Project 

This section’s goal is to provide a quick and clear look to what the iDEA project is 
and learn about the current state of the project. Most of this information can be found at 
the official website [A11]. 

 
The iDEA is a digital educational platform created by Fundación Albéniz. Its name is 

an acronym, coming from: Internet for the effective class digitalization (Internet para la 
Digitalización Efectiva del Aula, in Spanish). Its goal is to improve the quality of the 
education and satisfy the needs of all actors involved, adapting the new technologies to 
break through the barriers of the traditional ways in school. 

2.2.1 Features 

i. ) Multiplatform and cloud working 

From the beginning, iDEA has been intended to be multiplatform, working on 
different devices (computer, tablet, smartphone, etc.) but it has been specifically designed 
to work great on tablets. Given that, mobility and data availability are vital features. 
Putting that together, the best solution is the cloud. 

 

 
Illustration 2: iDEA in the cloud. 

iDEA works in the cloud, meaning that all the data is available online. This allows 
the user to access the content from anywhere at any time. All that is needed is a 
connected device: tablet, computer or smartphone. 

 
For the centers this is an advantage, because there is no need for a specific 

installation. All they need to start working with iDEA in the classroom is a projector or 
whiteboard. 
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For the students it means that they can carry just a tablet and get all they need for 

scholar activity, overcoming the low disk capability that these devices currently have. 
 
Although the cloud brings many advantages there is a penalty that is especially 

important: the Internet connection. To solve it, iDEA allows working off-line and, when 
Internet is available again, all the work is synchronized automatically. 

ii. ) Actors 

As it was said before, iDEA’s goal is to satisfy the needs of all the actors in 
education. The actors directly involved in the education are the students, parents, 
teachers, tutors and centers. Additionally, the publishers take an important role in the 
project, as they are the main producers of the educational contents and their needs are 
particularly important. 

 
 

Students 
 

iDEA changes the concept of the textbook to make it integrated with the digital 
world.  

 
The students can conveniently browse the book with their tablets, take notes, access 

many interactive digital resources and share with the rest of the class. For example, if a 
student finds a great video on YouTube that explains something, he can share it with his 
classmates and teacher.  

 
Additionally, the students have in iDEA an easy way to organize and communicate 

with events, activities, tasks, messages, etc. 
 
Parents 
 

With iDEA, parents can follow and learn at anytime and anywhere the homework 
and academic development of their children. Also, they can communicate with their 
teachers and tutors. 

 
Teachers And Tutors 
 

iDEA offers simple and intuitive tools to help teachers in their daily work: immediate 
communication with students and parents, content management, monitoring and 
evaluation of the students, creation of additional content and activities, etc. 
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Centers 
 

iDEA supports the centers with a complete management model to help in the 
implementation of its digital educational model. 

 
Publishers 
 

For publishers, it features a new digital distribution model of educational content 
(digital textbooks and other valuable digital resources). 

 
For the integration of textbooks, iDEA offers a model that lets publishers distribute 

under the iDEA model by scanning paper books, importing digital books (HTML) 
already published, or creating new ones.  

iii. ) Contents 

Textbooks 
 
iDEA offers digital textbooks from top publishers, full of multimedia contents and 

activities. 
 

The main features of the digital textbook are the organization of the contents into a 
structure of hierarchical levels, the fast and easy navigation through the book and the 
multimedia resources available. 

 

 
Illustration 3: Textbook in iDEA. 
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Activities and exams 
 
The digital textbooks contain many interactive activities that allow students to 

practice and reinforce what they have learned and the teacher monitor and evaluate the 
progress of their students in a simple and quick way. 

 
There are embedded activities in any part of the textbook, plus activities at the end of 

the epigraphs and units. Additionally, from iDEA the teacher can complete the proposed 
activities for the book and share them with the class. 

 

 
Illustration 4: Example of activity in iDEA. 

 
 

 
Bank of resources 

 
For a specific content in the digital textbook, iDEA leads you to a careful chosen 

selection of multimedia resources available on the web: labs, simulators, videos, 
animations, info graphics and interactive activities, among others. 

 
In addition, from iDEA, teachers can select those they consider most interesting 

resources among those proposed, incorporate new ones, and share them with their 
students. 
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Illustration 5: Bank of resources in iDEA. 

iv. ) Communication 

As communication is essential in the education process, iDEA provides a set of 
features to make it much easier and faster than the traditional ways. 

 
Agenda 
 

A shared agenda that helps manage and share between teachers, tutors, students and 
parents the different events and calls: meetings, exams, extracurricular activities, etc. 

 

 
Illustration 6: Events for a student in iDEA. 

 
Mailbox 

 
Teachers, students, tutors and parents are communicated directly through a mailbox 

that allows sending and receiving messages. 
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Illustration 7: Messages for a student in iDEA. 

 
Tasks 

 
It allows teachers, students and parents access directly, with a single look, to all the 

activities and tasks that are uncorrected, in the case of the teacher, or unrealized, in the 
case of the student. 

 

 
Illustration 8: Tasks for a student in iDEA. 

v. ) Management 

Additionally, iDEA provides some tools to help the teacher to manage the classes 
and the students. 

 
Class journal 
 

It allows the teachers to monitor what happens daily with each student in their class: 
faults, warnings, observations, class notes, positive and negative, etc. 
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Illustration 9: Teacher’s class journal tool in iDEA. 

 
Evaluation 

 
One of the main tasks for a teacher is to evaluate his students. iDEA helps with that 

by providing easy features to manage the students marks.  
 
The teacher can get a summary of all grades earned by his students in each 

assessment. These ratings are the result of student academic activity, obtained through 
continuous evaluation. 

 
In addition, the teacher can incorporate as many personalized assessment criteria as 

he thinks necessary. He may also assess these criteria in conjunction with activities and 
exams, incorporated into the digital textbook or proposed by the professor. 
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Illustration 10: Teacher’s evaluation tool in iDEA. 

 
Class Planning 

 
Class planning is a tool used by the teacher to define and publish the schedule of 

evaluations and manage the temporal organization of the content that will be taught 
throughout the course.  

 
Furthermore, It allows the teacher to define custom-weighted evaluation criteria. So, 

the teacher can assign the percentage of the final grade he deems appropriate to each of 
the relevant factors: mark obtained in the final exam, the activities, attitude, etc. 

 

 
Illustration 11: Teacher's planning tool in iDEA. 
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2.2.2 Status of the project 

The iDEA project is currently in an advanced stage of the development. The Web 
Service, the Web Application and the Android App are already developed and in 
production stage.  

 
On the course of 2012-2013 the first pilot testing took place. The study concluded 

that 97% of teachers and 92% of students liked the system and wanted to use it for the 
next course [A12]. This results confirm the success of the platform, its viability and the 
users satisfaction. 

 
The iDEA platform is already available from the Web Application and the Android 

based tablets, and it is this project’s goal to start the development of the iPad App. 

2.3 iPad and iOS 

The first iPad, released in 2010, was the tablet that made tablets popular and 
usable. It was different from the previous tablets as it offered some key features for its 
massive acceptance in the market. This characteristics were the new user interface with 
the revolutionary multitouch screen and an operating system devised for easy and natural 
use, specially for multimedia content. Also the low weight and long time battery helped 
to provide a great usability. 
 

It has been the most popular tablet, resulting in great incomes for Apple. As it is 
reflected in the Illustration 1, the iPad sales had been growing strongly for the last two 
years. The Illustration 2 shows the 2012 Market Share, it reveals a strong iOS leadership 
with more than the 50% of the market, fighting against the Android based tablets. The 
forecast for 2016 predicts that windows will increase sales, while iPad sales might 
decrease lightly.  Apple will still keep almost the 50%.  

 
So far, the iPad has proven itself unbeatable. Although the first model was a sales 

star product, Apple continues improving it with more processing power, video, memory 
and other features to provide new functionalities and better user experience. The 
Illustration 3 shows the timeline from 2010 to 2013, they have been releasing new models 
each year, even more than one per year. The latest models are the 4th generation iPad and 
iPad Mini, which is supposed to reduce the price to reach more people. 
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Illustration 1: iPad sales per quarter. 

 

 
Illustration 2: Estimation of the tablet market share. 

 

 
Illustration 3: iPad model versions timeline. 
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 Developers need to keep in mind the differences between models when designing 
and programming a new application. The improvements from one model to the next one 
usually are not significant, but they are between the one released in 2010 and the last 
released ones.  
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Chapter 3 

Analysis and design 

3.1 System description 

Though the iDEA project has been already presented in section 2.2 The iDEA 
Project, this section is intended to add some information to provide a brief description of 
the system being developed. It presents the system definition and scope, the users and 
participants, operational environment and technological environment. 

3.1.1 System definition and scope 

The need to be satisfy is the creation of an iDEA’s App for iPad. The system to be 
build is a first version, which shall allow an iDEA student user to read course books in 
his tablet, and access some other personal data. For an overall description of iDEA go 
back to section 2.2 The iDEA Project. 

 
The system is going to be conditioned by the existing iDEA’s Web Service and the 

iDEA’s App for android, so reverse engineering must be applied in order to obtain and 
specify the requirements. 
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To develop the complete App would be too much work for what is intended in a final 
degree project. It is necessary to establish some restrictions, reducing the scope of the 
system. Applying this limits, what the system is supposed to do is: 

 
- Provide the digital books with the multimedia contents. 
- Provide the agenda with the lectures, events, tasks and messages. 
- Download and synchronize the data. 

 
Having defined, in general terms, the functionalities that the system must perform, 

the following restrictions are applied: 
 
- The system shall not open an activity. 
- The system shall not enable access to the bank of resources, the whiteboard, the 

corrections or the notebook. 
- The system shall not enable to create new events or messages. 
- The only user allowed is the student user. 

 
Other restrictions could be added, and specified later in 3.3 System specification, 

where the system being developed is described with exhausted detail. 

3.1.2 Final users and participants 

In section 2.2 ii. ) Actors, there were presented already the users of the system. 
As a reminder, they are: students, parents, teachers and tutors, educational centers and 
publishers. 

 
 It has been stated in the previous section, that the scope of the system includes only 

the student users for this version of the app. In future extensions of the system other users 
such as teachers, parents and school centers should be included. 

 
As stakeholders in the project, the Carlos III de Madrid University and the Albéniz 

Foundation occupy the client roles. 

3.1.3 Operational environment 

This section is to describe the environment in which the App will operate. The Illustration 
12 represents the main elements around the system. 
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Illustration 12: Operational Environment. 

The application will run on an iPad under the iOS operating system developed by 
Apple for iPhone and iPad devices. The supported iPad models and iOS versions are 
specified in the requirements in section 3.3 System specification. The hardware on the 
iPad plays an important role on the design, as the available resources are very limited. 

 
The system includes a database in the app’s documents directory devised to store the 

user data. 
 
On the other side, the application connects via Internet with the Idea Web Service 

that provides it with all the user data. The specification is available in section D ) iDEA 
Web Service , in the annex of this document. 
 

3.1.4 Technological environment 

To develop this project some technologies are needed, both physical and logical 
resources. The costs of this resources is specified in the document’s annex, section C ) 
Budget. 

 
The physical resources are, in this case, the hardware needed to develop the app. In 

first place, to develop for iOS requires hardware compatible with the development tools 
offered by apple. Additionally, to communicate with the web service (among others), a 
network connection is required. This needs will be addressed by the following resources: 

- Macbook Air 13" 256GB. A computer compatible with the iOS development 
environment. 

- iPad Mini 16GB 3G-WIFI. A valid device for the system, will be used to test the 
application. 

- High Speed Internet connection, 10 Mb/s. 
 

The logical resources are the intangibles: software, languages, frameworks, etc. The 
overall needs are covered with the following resources: 
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- Development environment: Xcode 4.0+. Apple’s development environment for 
MacOS and iOS applications.  

- Objective-C, C++, C, XML, HTML, SQL. The languages to be used. 
- SQLite and Mozilla SQLite tool. 

 

3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 V-Model 

The V-Model is a sequential development process, derived from the waterfall model. 
The V in V-Model means Verification and Validation (also related to the V path drawn in 
the V-Model process diagram, Illustration 13). The difference with the waterfall process 
resides in the realization of the testing plan.  
 

 
Illustration 13: V-Model. 
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After each stage in the analysis and design, a test plan is designed to verify the 

requirements stated during the process. This is performed before the next step is started. 
Following the process described in Illustration 13, the tasks to perform and their derived 
products are specified in Table 1. 

 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

Activity Description Product 
System Analysis Specify the system 

requirements according to 
the user needs.  

CONOPS Requirements, 
specified in section 3.3.1 

Concepts of 
operation. 

Acceptance Tests 
Design 

Design tests to verify each 
one of the requirements 
obtained during the 
System Analysis. 

Acceptance Tests, defined in 
section 4.2 Acceptance 
Tests. 

System Design Specify the system 
requirements according to 
the CONOPS needs. 

System Requirements, 
specified in section 3.3.2 

System 
requirements. 

System Tests Design Design tests to verify each 
requirement obtained 
during the System Design. 

System Tests, defined in 
section 0  

System Tests. 
Architecture Design Design a modular 

decomposition of the 
system, describing each 
component’s 
responsibilities, interfaces 
and interaction. 

Components Model, 
described in section 3.1.1ii. )  

Components 
model. 

Module Design Specify the requirements 
for the components 
obtained in the 
Architecture Design. 

Subsystems Requirements, 
specified in section 3.3.3 

Subsystems 
requirements. 

Module Tests Design Design tests to verify each 
requirement obtained 
during the Module Design 

Integration Tests, defined in 
section 4.4 Integration 
Tests. 

Coding & Unitary 
Testing 

Implement the system 
based on the requirements 
and tests (see section 3.2.2 

TDD). 

System Code. 
Unit tests code. 
Components Validation 
through module testing (Unit 
tests). 

Integration Testing Perform the Integration 
Tests defined during the 
Module Tests Design. 

Components Integration 
Validation. 

System Testing Perform the System Tests System Validation. 
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defined during the System 
Tests Design. 

Acceptance Testing Perform the Acceptance 
Tests defined during the 
Acceptance Tests Design. 

System Acceptance. 

Table 1: Description of the activities in the development process. 

3.2.2 TDD 

Concept of TDD 
 
TDD stands for Test Driven Development, a software development process which 

comes from the Test-First concepts of extreme programming. The TDD lifecycle shown 
in Illustration 14 explains how the process works. 
 

 
Illustration 14: TDD lifecycle. 

The first step is to add a test, just enough code to fail.  Next is to run the tests to 
ensure that the new test fails.  Then it comes to write the functional code to make it pass 
the new test.  After that, on a second run, the tests should all pass.  If some fail, go back 
to write or modify the functional code.  If all the tests pass, the cycle is over and the 
process starts again. 

 
Benefits of TDD 
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TDD brings a series of benefits to the development process, the developers and 

the system or product. The first pages of Kent Beck’s book [3 ] (one of the fathers of the 
XP methodology) give very clear and direct arguments pro-TDD: 

- Software quality increases, as each piece of code has a related test. 
- Provides a set of regression tests, reducing the need to debug and saving time. 
- Code becomes highly reusable. 
- Teamwork becomes easier: brings people together, increases trust in teammates. 
- Write the sample (test) before the code forces to write the minimum functionality 

required , avoiding overdesign . 
- When reviewing a project developed using TDD , the tests are the best technical 

documentation to understand what mission fulfills each piece of the puzzle. 
 

3.3 System specification 

To specify the system, a set of requirements will be created. This requirements cover 
entirely the specification of the system, both analysis and design, and are divided into 
Concepts of Operation, System Requirements and Subsystem Requirements. 

 
To document each requirement it is convenient to store some information about it 

and use a uniform format. With that purpose all the requirements are described on a table, 
using the Table 2 as template. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: id 

Requirement title 
 

Description. 
 
 

Kind: Kind Source: Source Risk: Risk 
Status: Status Modified: Date Created: Date 
Related Requirements:  
Id’s of related requirements. 
 
Tests: Id’s of related tests. 
 

Table 2: Requirements template. 

 
The fields in the requirement template are all mandatory and they must follow some 

criteria. The details and values for each field are: 
 
- ID: a unique identifier for the requirement. It should follow some structure to 

help the identification, which is going to be ‘XX_LY_TTZZ’. It originates ids 
like ‘CO_L1_F01’ or ‘SS_L2_NF03’. The first part, ‘XX’, will respond for the 
activity or the level of analysis that originated the requirement, as ‘CO’ for the 
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concepts of operation. The second fragment, ‘LY’, indicates the level inside the 
previous group, replacing the ‘Y’ for a number following a sequence: ‘L1’, ‘L2’, 
etc. The level is used to differentiate levels of detail and hierarchies of 
requirements. The last part of the id is used to indicate the type and number of 
requirement. For example,‘F01’ indicates a functional requirement which is the 
first on his group and level; ‘NF02’  represents a non functional requirement 
which is the second. 
 

- Requirement title: a short 2-4 words title, which is representative of the 
requirement description. Used for easy identification. 

 
- Description: a textual description of the requirement. If possible, the description 

is going to follow this structure: “<Restriction> The <Agent> shall <Action> 
<Reaction> <Constraint>”. 

 
- Kind: the type of requirement, it can have the following values: functional, 

interface, security, performance, availability. 
 

- Source: the source of the requirement. Each source must be represented by a 
unique identifier. If the source is a concrete human, his identifier is formed by his 
name initials, like ‘EGB’ for Enrique Golmayo Bolíbar.  

 
- Risk: it is the impact that a requirement has in the project success. Can be high, 

medium or low. By failing on the implementation of a high risk requirement the 
hole project can be affected. 

 
- Status: it identifies the actual stage of the requirement in the lifecycle: draft, 

reviewed and approved. 
 

- Modified: is the date of the last modification on the requirement. 
 

- Created: is the date of the requirement creation. 
 

- Related requirements: it will contain the id’s of any related requirement. 
 

- Tests: it contains the id’s of the tests that verify the requirement. 
 

Before continuing with the requirements specification, as it was explained in 3.1 
System description only the student user will be supported on this version, so ‘the user’ 
will refer to an iDEA registered student user. 

 

3.3.1 Concepts of operation 

The concepts of operation are those requirements that explain the overall capabilities 
of the system. They work as a contract between the developers and the stakeholders, 
defining what the system is going to be. Therefore, the corresponding tests for these 
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requirements are classified as acceptance tests, which can be found at 4.2 Acceptance 
Tests. 

 
 
 

i. ) Level 1: Basic requirements. 

 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: CO_L1_F01 

Read course books 
 

The user shall be able to read multimedia course books. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L2_F01 to CO_L2_F11; 
CO_L3_F01 to CO_L3_F06; 
 
Tests: T_A_01 
 

Requirement 1: Course books. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L1_F02 
See timetable 

 

The user shall be able to see his timetable with the lectures, defined by starting and 
ending times and the name of the course. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
 
Tests: T_A_02 
 

Requirement 2: See timetable. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L1_F03 
See events 

 

The user shall be able to see his events, defined by starting and ending dates and times, 
the title, the location and sender. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
 
Tests: T_A_03 
 

Requirement 3: See events. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L1_F04 
See tasks 

 

The user shall be able to see his tasks, defined by the order number and title of each 
prescribed activity. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
 
Tests: T_A_04 
 

Requirement 4: See tasks. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L1_F05 
See Messages 

 

The user shall be able to see his messages, defined by the sender’s name, date, subject 
message, state and type. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
 
Tests: T_A_05 
 

Requirement 5: See messages. 
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NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: CO_L1_NF01 

iPad 
 

The application shall run on an Apple’s iPad device, supporting the following models: 
iPad2, new iPad and iPad mini (optional features regardless, such 3G or disk capacity).  
 
Rational: the selection of models supported answers to the capability of the device to 
run iOS 7.0 the updated version of Apple’s operating system for iPhone and iPad. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
 
Tests: T_A_06 
 

Requirement 6: iPad. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L1_NF02 
iDEA Web Service 

 

The system shall obtain the user data from the Idea Web Service. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
 
Tests: T_A_07 
 

Requirement 7: iDEA Web Service. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L1_NF03 
User Control 

 

The user shall be registered in the Idea Web Service and have a username and 
password. 
 
 

Kind: Security Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
 
Tests: T_A_08 
 

Requirement 8: User control. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L1_NF04 
Offline availability 

 

The system shall allow the user to perform the actions described in CO_L1_F01 to 
CO_L1_F05, even if no connection with the iDEA Web Service is available, if the 
necessary data has been previously downloaded and stored locally in the device. 
 
 

Kind: Availability Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 to CO_L1_F05;  
CO_L1_NF02 ; 
 
Tests: T_A_09 
 

Requirement 9: Offline availability. 

 

ii. ) Level 2: Expanded requirements. 

 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: CO_L2_F01 

Browse coursebooks 
 

The user shall be able to browse his coursebooks and their structure, which divides 
them hierarchically into units, epigraphs, concepts and sections. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01 ; 
 
Tests: T_A_10 
 

Requirement 10: Browse coursebooks. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L2_F02 
Download Unit 

 

For a coursebook, the user shall be able to download a unit. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: CO_L1_F01 
 
Tests: T_A_11 
 

Requirement 11: Download unit. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L2_F03 
Delete Unit 

 

For a coursebook, the user shall be able to delete a unit. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
 
Tests: T_A_12 
 

Requirement 12: Delete unit. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L2_F04 
See coursebook content 

 

For a downloaded unit, the user shall be able to view its content, organized by 
epigraphs, concepts and sections. The content is a mixture of the following multimedia 
resources: 
Text: html formatted text with no interaction. 
Link: it’s a link to an extern URL. Additionally provides a title, author, source and 
description. 
Image. 
Tagged image: it’s an image with a footer text. 
Carousel: it’s a collection of images, with a footer text each. 
Step by step: it’s a carousel in which each element has a tag with the sequence 
number. 
Concept card: it’s a table with a title and a variable number of rows and columns, 
each cell containing text. 
Chronology: it’s a sequence of stages; each one has a title, and text. 
Procedure: it’s a collection of steps that describe a process. Each step has a title and a 
combination of text and images. 
Concept map: it’s a scheme with a hierarchy of nodes. It has a root, children and 
optionally grandchildren nodes, containing text. 
Podcast: it’s an audio file, with a title. 
Embedded activities: it’s a block containing activities titles and links. 
Extension: it’s a block containing a combination of any other multimedia element. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
 
Tests: T_A_13 
 

Requirement 13: See coursebook content. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L2_F05 
Follow link 

 

The user shall be able to follow a link, opening the URL in an external browser. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_14 
 

Requirement 14: Follow link. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: CO_L2_F06 

Enlarge image 
 

The user shall be able to enlarge an image so it’s displayed resized to fit the screen. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: Medium 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01;  
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_15 
 

Requirement 15: Enlarge image. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L2_F07 
Shift carousel 

 

The user shall be able to shift between images in a carousel. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_16 
 

Requirement 16: Shift carousel. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L2_F08 
Shift step-by-step. 

 

The user shall be able to shift between images in a step-by-step. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_17 
 

Requirement 17: Shift step-by-step. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L2_F09 
Shift Procedure 

 

The user shall be able to shift between steps in a procedure. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_18 
 

Requirement 18: Shift procedure. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L2_F10 
Play podcast 

 

The user shall be able to play the audio of a podcast. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_19 
 

Requirement 19: Play podcast. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L2_F11 
Open embedded activity 

 

The user shall be able to open an embedded activity (FPLimit: just open blank activity) 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_20 
 

Requirement 20: Open embedded activity. 
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iii. ) Level 3: Special requirements. 

 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L3_F01 
See unit map 

 

For each unit, the user shall be able to see a special concept map with the unit as root 
node and the epigraphs as children, which can be selected to navigate to the epigraph. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_21 
 

Requirement 21: See unit map. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L3_F02 
See introduction epigraph 

 

For each unit, the user shall be able to see a special ‘introduction’ epigraph, with a first 
concept named ‘unit map’ containing the unit map. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01 
 
Tests: T_A_22 
 

Requirement 22: See introduction epigraph. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L3_F03 
See activities concept 

 

For each epigraph, the user shall be able to see a special ‘activities’ concept, containing 
embedded activities with all the prescribed activities of the epigraph. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01;  
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_23 
 

Requirement 23: See activities concept. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L3_F04 
See closure epigraph 

 

For each epigraph, the user shall be able to see a special ‘closure’ epigraph, containing 
just the activities concept and, optionally, special ‘workshop’ concepts. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
 
Tests: T_A_24 
 

Requirement 24: See closure epigraph. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L3_F05 
See evaluation epigraph 

 

For each unit, the user shall be able to see a special ‘evaluation’ epigraph, as the last 
one in the unit, containing just the activities concept. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
 
Tests: T_A_25 
 

Requirement 25: See evaluation epigraph. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: CO_L3_F06 
See epigraph map 

 

For each epigraph (except for introduction, closure or evaluation type), the user shall 
be able to see a special concept map with the epigraph as root, concepts as children 
(which can be selected to navigate to the concept), and sections as grandchildren. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01; 
CO_L2_F04; 
 
Tests: T_A_26 
 

Requirement 26: See epigraph map. 

3.3.2 System requirements 

 
With the stakeholder needs defined, the next step is to analyze and specify what 

the system shall do, and how, to meet those needs. 

i. ) Level 1: Basic requirements. 

The goal in this first step is to identify the main elements and functions that the 
system requires, as simple as possible. All the data is considered a single unit. The result 
is a basic definition with synthesized requirements that will help during subsequent 
analysis to organize the detailed requirements. 

 
EXTERNAL DATA INTERFACES 
 

As explained in 3.1.3 Operational environment, the system 
depends on some external interfaces. Those interfaces impose some requirements for the 
system. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L1_I01 
GUI 

 

The system shall provide human-computer interaction through a GUI. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01 to CO_L1_F05 
SR_L1_NF05, SR_L1_NF06 
SR_L2_I01 to SR_L2_I04, SR_L2_F01 to F04 
SR_L3_I01 to SR_L3_I24 
 
Tests: T_S_01 
 

Requirement 27: GUI. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L1_I02 
iDEA Web Service Interface 

 

The system shall communicate with the iDEA Web Service to get the user data, via 
HTTP POST requests. The available requests are specified in section D ) iDEA Web 
Service specification. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
CO_L2_F02 
SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 to SR_L2_F04 
SSR_DC_FXX (All) 
SSR_WS_FXX (All) 
 
Tests: T_S_02 
 

Requirement 28: iDEA Web Service Interface. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L1_I03 
Local Data 

 

The system shall store user data in the application documents directory in the device 
disk. The files and databases needed are specified in section i. ) Database model in 
3.3.4 System models. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_NF04 
CO_L2_F02, CO_L2_F03 
SR_L1_F01, SR_L1_F02, SR_L1_NF03 
SR_L2_F03 to SR_L2_F04 
SSR_DC_FXX (All) 
SSR_P_FXX (All) 
SSR_PD_FXX (All) 
 
Tests: T_S_03 
 

Requirement 29: Local Data. 

 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L1_F01 

Download user’s data 
 

The system shall be able to download the user’s data from the iDEA Web Service to 
the local data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 to CO_L1_F05, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
CO_L2_F02, CO_L2_F03 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_NF03 
SSR_DC_FXX (All) 
 
Tests: T_S_04 
 

Requirement 30: Download user’s data. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L1_F02 
Load user’s data 

 

The system shall be able to load the user’s data from the local data into the GUI. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F01 to CO_L1_F05, CO_L1_NF03 to CO_L1_NF04 
CO_L2_F02, CO_L2_F03 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_NF03 
SSR_PD_F32 to SSR_PD_F44, SSR_PD_NF01, SSR_PD_NF02 
 
Tests: T_S_05 
 

Requirement 31: Load user’s data. 
 

NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L1_NF01 

Operating system. 
 

The Idea App shall run in iOS 7.0 or later versions. 
 
Rational: the main features considered for choosing an iOS version have been the 
availability of the Automatic Reference Counting feature (ARC) and weak references. 
The reason is that those features do most of memory management automatic. Although 
ARC is available from iOS 4.0, weak references are first available in iOS 5.0. This 
constraint leaves out the first iPad for incompatibility. As iOS 7.0 and iOS 5.0 models 
compatibility are the same, the most logical choice is the last updated system. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF01 
 
Tests: T_S_06 
 

Requirement 32: Operating system. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L1_NF02 
RAM usage. 

 

The Idea App shall never use more than 100MB of RAM*.  
 
* Does not apply, just for the exercise. 
 
 

Kind: Performance Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF01 
 
Tests: T_S_07 
 

Requirement 33: RAM usage. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L1_NF03 
Disk usage. 

 

The Idea App shall be able to use as much disk space as available.  
 
 

Kind: Performance Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF01 
SR_L1_I03 
 
Tests: -. 
 

Requirement 34: Disk usage. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L1_NF04 
GUI response time. 

 

The GUI shall respond to any user action in less than 2 seconds.  
 
* Does not apply, just for the exercise. 
 
 

Kind: Performance Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: 
SR_L1_I03 
 
Tests: -. 
 

Requirement 35: GUI response time. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L1_NF05 
GUI size. 

 

The GUI shall use the full device’s screen, being the size 1024x768 px in normal iPad 
Screens and 2048x1536 px in retina iPad Screens.  
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: 
SR_L1_I03 
 
Tests: T_S_08 
 

Requirement 36: GUI size. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L1_NF06 
GUI language. 

 

The GUI shall use the Spanish as the default language for all the default text. 
 
Rational: the default text is the one that is always there on the menus and labels in the 
screens, the user data can be in other language, for example the coursebook contents 
for the English coursebook or a message sent by the English teacher.  
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: 
SR_L1_I03 
 
Tests: T_S_09 
 

Requirement 37: GUI language. 

ii. ) Level 2: Specific requirements. 

After defining the main elements of the system, the goal for this next stage in the 
analysis is to get specific requirements. These are intended to extend the ones obtained in 
the prior step, by dividing the data and functions into smaller blocks. 
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GUI 
 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L2_I01 

Login Screen 
 

The system shall provide a Login screen. 
Contents: username and password textfields and a login button. 
Functions: allow the user to log in. 
Navigation 
From: application launch. 
To: desktop screen. 
 
 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02, CO_L1_NF03 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02, SR_L2_F01, SR_L2_F02 
 
Tests: T_S_10 
 

Requirement 38: Login Screen. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L2_I02 
Desktop Screen 

 

The system shall provide a Desktop screen. 
Contents: a navigation bar, session info, a timetable, an agenda and course books 
carousel subviews. 
Functions: allow the user to check his personal data (session info, lectures, events, 
tasks, messages), browse his course books and pick one. 
Navigation 
From: application launch, login screen, index screen, content screen. 
To: index screen. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 to CO_L1_F05; CO_L2_F01 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I01 to SR_L2_I04, SR_L2_F01, SR_L2_F02, SR_L2_F04 
 
Tests: T_S_11 
 

Requirement 39: Desktop Screen. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L2_I03 

Index Screen 
 

The system shall provide an Index screen. 
Contents: a navigation bar, book and unit subviews. 
Functions: allow the user to browse the units and epigraphs of a book, download and 
delete units and access to specific content. 
Navigation 
From: desktop screen, content screen. 
To: desktop screen, content screen. 
 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F01 to CO_L2_F03 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02, SR_L2_I04, SR_L2_F03, SR_L2_F04, SR_L2 NF01 
 
Tests: T_S_12 
 

Requirement 40: Index Screen. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L2_I04 
Content Screen 

 

The system shall provide a Content Screen. 
Contents: a navigation bar, a coursebook navigation menu and a content subviews. 
Functions: allow the user to view the content of a specific concept in a coursebook and 
navigate to other concepts in the coursebook. 
Navigation 
From: Index screen. 
To: Desktop screen, Index screen. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F01, CO_L2_F04 to CO_L2_F11 
CO_L3_FXX (All) 
SR_L1_I01, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I02, SR_L2_I03 
 
Tests: T_S_13 
 

Requirement 41: Content Screen. 
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FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L2_F01 

Launch GUI 
 

In application launch, the system shall load the first screen in the GUI. 
Input: app launch. 
Operations: check user’s validity. 
Output: load Desktop screen 
Alternative output: load Login screen. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I01, SR_L2_I02 
 
Tests: T_S_14, T_S_15 
 

Requirement 42: Launch GUI. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L2_F02 
Login Operation 

 

When the user logs in through the login screen, the system shall download its personal 
data and course book indexes. 
Input: username and password, user action. 
Operations: log in, download user info, download user’s lectures, download user’s 
events, download user’s tasks, download user’s messages, download user’s messages 
recipients, download course book indexes. 
Outputs: operation status updates in GUI, load Desktop screen 
Alternative output: display error message. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I01 to SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_I01, SR_L2_I02 
 
Tests: T_S_16, T_S_17 
 
 

Requirement 43: Login Operation. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L2_F03 
Download Unit Operation 

 

When the user select to download a unit, the system shall download the unit contents. 
Input: user action. 
Operations: download unit content, download resources. 
Output: operation progress updates in GUI. 
Alternative output: display error message. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02, CO_L1_NF04 
CO_L2_F02 
SR_L1_I01 to SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_I03 
 
Tests: T_S_18, T_S_19 
 

Requirement 44: Login Operation. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L2_F04 

Synchronization Operation 
 

The system shall be able to synchronize the local data with the data from the iDEA 
Web Service. 
Input: user action. 
Operations: download user’s lectures, download user’s events, download user’s tasks, 
download user’s messages, download user’s messages recipients, download course 
book indexes, download modified units, download modified resources. 
Output: operation progress updates in GUI. 
Alternative output: display error message. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I01 to SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_I02 to SR_L2_I04 
 
 
Tests: T_S_20 
 

Requirement 45: Synchronization Operation. 
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NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L2_F19 

Unit downloads limit 
 

The maximum unit download operations running at the same time is 1. 
 
Rational: though the Android app offers multiple unit downloads, it has been tested 
and proved to be a risky operation that uses too many resources. Even in the released 
android app the download fails too often. 
 
 

Kind: Performance Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
SR_L2_F03 
 
Tests: T_S_21 
 

Requirement 46: Unit downloads limit. 

iii. ) Level 3: GUI Design. 

The third stage in the system specification is a design stage, which aims to specify 
the details of the GUI. 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I01 

Desktop Screen – Navigation Bar 
 

The navigation bar view in the login screen shall have the following elements: 
 
Element Type Function 
iDEA Logo Image - 
Synchronization Button Button Synchronization Operation 
   

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02, SR_L2_F04 
 
Tests: T_S_22 
 

Requirement 47: Desktop Screen – Navigation Bar. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I02 

Desktop Screen – Session Info 
 

The session info view in the desktop screen shall have the following elements: 
 
Element Type Function 
User’s name Label Displays the user full name text 
User’s group Label Displays the user group text 
Current date Label Displays the current date 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02 
 
Tests: T_S_23 
 
 

Requirement 48: Desktop Screen – Session Info. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I03 
Desktop Screen – Timetable 

 

The timetable view in the desktop screen shall have the following elements: 
 
Element Type Function 
Title Label Displays “Horario” 
Lectures Table Table Displays the lectures in lecture cells. 

 
The lecture cells shall have the following elements: 
 
Element Type Function 
Times Label Displays the starting and ending time of 

the lecture with format: “HH:MM – 
HH:MM”. 

Course Label Displays course of the lecture 
 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F02 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02 
 
Tests: T_S_24 
 

Requirement 49: Desktop Screen – Timetable. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I04 

Desktop Screen – Agenda 
 

The agenda view in the desktop screen shall have the following elements: 
 
Element Type Function 
Events Button Button Show the events view 
Tasks Button Button Show the tasks view 
Messages Button Button  Show the messages view 
Current View Title Label Display the current view title: Events 

(“Agenda”), Tasks (“Tareas”) or 
Messages (“Mensajes”). 

Current View View Contains the events, tasks or messages 
view. 

 
Rational: the agenda view is like a tabbed pane view, allowing the user to choose 
between events, tasks or messages. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_F03 to CO_L1_F05 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02 
 
Tests: T_S_25 
 
 

Requirement 50: Desktop Screen – Agenda. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I05 
Desktop Screen – Agenda – Events 

 

The events view in the agenda in the desktop screen shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Today Button Button Show the events for the current date 
List Button Button Show the events between dates and the 

Dates Filter 
Dates Filter View  Allows the user to pick a starting and 

ending dates 
Events table Table Displays the events in event cells, 

grouped in sections by ending dates. 
 
The dates filter shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Starting date Textfield Displays the selected starting date. 
Starting date button Button Shows the datepicker 
Ending date Textfield  Displays the selected ending date. 
Ending date button Button Shows the datepicker 
Search button Button Load the events for the selected dates in 

the events table. 
 
The event table sections shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Events section icon Image - 
Ending date Label Displays the ending date of the events 

with format: “DD Month YYYY” 
Example: “01 Ene 2013” 

 
The event table cells shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Times Label Displays the starting and ending time of 

the event: 
“Starting date – EndingDate” 
Date Format: 
“DD Month YYYY (HH:MM h)” 
Example: “01 Ene 2013 (12:30 h) – 28 
Feb 2013 (16:00 h)” 

Description Label Displays the event description text 
Location Label  Displays the event location text 
Sender Label Displays the event sender text 

 

 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F03; SR_L1_I01; SR_L2_I02 
Tests: T_S_26 

Requirement 51: Desktop Screen – Agenda – Events. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I06 

Desktop Screen – Agenda – Tasks 
 

The tasks view in the agenda in the desktop screen shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Date Button Button (FPLimit)Disabled. 
Course Button Button Show the tasks grouped by course units 

and epigraphs. 
Tasks table Table Displays the tasks in tasks cells grouped 

in sections and subsections. 
 
The tasks table sections for the course unit shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Tasks section icon Image - 
Title Label Displays the Coursebook and the unit 

title texts like: “Coursebook – Unit”. 
 
The tasks table subsections for the epigraph shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Title Label Displays the epigraph title text”. 

 
The tasks cells shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Order number Label Displays the activity order number 
Title Label Displays the activity title text 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F04 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02 
 
Tests: T_S_27 
 
 

Requirement 52: Desktop Screen – Agenda – Tasks. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I07 
Desktop Screen – Agenda – Messages 

 

The messages view in the agenda in the desktop screen shall have the following 
elements: 
Element Type Function 
Unread Button Button Shows the unread messages 
All Button Button Shows all the messages 
Archived Button Button Shows the archived messages 
Messages table Table Displays the messages in message cells. 

 
The message cells shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Message icon Image Displays the state of the message: Read, 

Unread. 
 Recipient name Label Displays the name of the 

communication recipient, that sent or 
was sent the message. 

Datetime Label Displays the datetime of the message 
with format: “DD Month YYYY 
(HH:MM h)”; example: “01 Enero 2013 
(22:00 h)”. 

Subject Label Displays the message’s subject text. 
Message preview Label Displays the message’s text firsts 

characters. 
 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F05 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02 
 
Tests: T_S_28 
 
 

Requirement 53: Desktop Screen – Agenda – Messages. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I08 

Desktop Screen – Coursebooks Carousel 
 

The coursebooks carousel view in the desktop screen shall have the following 
elements: 
Element Type Function 
Current coursebook title Label Displays the current coursebook title text. 
Coursebooks carousel Carousel Displays a coursebook view for each 

coursebook. 
 
The coursebook view in the carousel shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Coursebook cover Image Displays the image cover. 

 
Additional behavior: 
Select a coursebook view in the coursebooks carousel navigates to the index screen. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F01 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02 
 
Tests: T_S_29 
 
 

Requirement 54: Desktop Screen – Coursebooks Carousel. 
 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I09 
Index Screen – Navigation Bar 

 

The navigation bar view in the index screen shall have the following elements: 
 
Element Type Function 
iDEA Logo Image - 
Synchronization Button Button Synchronization Operation 
Home Button Button Navigate to desktop screen 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02, SR_L2_I03, SR_L2_F04 
 
Tests: T_S_30 

Requirement 55: Index Screen – Navigation Bar. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I10 
Index Screen – Index 

 

The index view in the index screen shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Coursebook cover Image Displays the current coursebook cover 

image. 
Unit’s table Table Displays the coursebook units in unit 

cells. 
Unit title Label Displays the title text of the selected unit 

in the unit’s table. 
Unit description Label Displays the description text of the 

selected unit in the unit’s table. 
Epigraph’s table Table Displays the epigraphs of the selected unit 

in the unit’s table in epigraph cells. 
 
 
The unit cell shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Order number Label Displays the unit order number. 
Title Label Displays the unit title text. 
Download Button Button Download unit operation. 
Delete Button Button Delete unit operation. 
Progress Bar ProgressBar Displays the progress in the download 

unit operation. 
 
The epigraph cell shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Title Label Displays the epigraph title text. 

 
Additional Behavior: 
Select unit in unit’s table updates unit’s title, description and epigraph’s table. 
Select epigraph in epigraphs table navigates to the content screen. 
If the selected unit is not downloaded, the epigraphs cannot be selected. 
Depending on the unit download state (not downloaded/downloading/downloaded) 
the download button is (visible/ hidden/ hidden), the delete button is (hidden/ hidden/ 
visible) and the progress bar is (hidden/ visible/ hidden). 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F01 to CO_L2_F03 
SR_L2_I03, SR_L2_F03 
SR_L2_NF01 
Tests: T_S_31 
 

Requirement 56: Index Screen – Book. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I11 

Content Screen – Navigation Bar 
 

The navigation bar view in the content screen shall have the following elements: 
 
Element Type Function 
iDEA Logo Image - 
Synchronization Button Button Synchronization Operation. 
Home Button Button Navigate to desktop screen. 
Index Button Button Navigate to index screen. 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I02 to SR_L2_I04, SR_L2_F04 
 
 
Tests: T_S_32 
 
 

Requirement 57: Content Screen – Navigation Bar. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I12 
Content Screen – Coursebook Navigation Menu 

 

The coursebook navigation menu view in the content screen shall have the following 
elements: 
 
Element Type Function 
Unit Navigator Carousel Display the current unit and provide 

navigation to other units in the current 
coursebook. 

Epigraph Navigator  Carousel Display the current epigraph and 
provide navigation to other epigraphs in 
the current unit. 

Concepts Navigator Buttons Display the current concept and provide 
navigation to other concepts in the 
current epigraph. 

Dropdown Button Button Hide/ Show dropdown unit map view. 
Dropdown Unit Map View Display a unit map to show and allow 

navigation through the epigraphs and 
concepts in the current unit. 

 
The dropdown unit map view shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Title Label Displays “Unit Map” 
Epigraphs Table Table Displays the title of each epigraph in the 

current unit. 
Concepts Table Table Displays the title of each concept in the 

selected epigraph in the epigraphs table. 
 
Additional Behavior: 
Navigate to other unit through the unit navigator shows the first concept in the first 
epigraph of the new unit. 
Navigate to other epigraph through the epigraph navigator shows the first concept in 
the new epigraph. 
On unit map dropdown, the current epigraph and the current concept shall be 
selected. 
Select epigraph in epigraphs table updates concepts table. 
Select concept in concepts table updates the content view in the content screen. 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F01 
SR_L1_I01; SR_L2_I04 
Tests: T_S_33 
 

Requirement 58: Content Screen – Coursebook navigation menu. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I13 

Content Screen – Content View 
 

The content view in the content screen shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Concept title Label Displays the current concept’s title text. 
Section titles Labels Displays the title of each section. 
Resource Views View Displays each resource contained in the 

concept and sections. 
Additional behavior: 
The layout of the elements is: concept title, resource views for the resources in the 
concept content, [section title, resource views for the resources in the section 
description] (for each section). 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04 to CO_L2_F11 
CO_L3_F01_CO_L3_F06 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_34 
 

Requirement 59: Content Screen – Content view. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I14 

Resource view – Text view 
 

Each text resource shall be displayed in a Web View as styled html text. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_35 
 

Requirement 60: Resource view – Text. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I15 

Resource view – Link View 
 

Each link resource shall be displayed in a link view in the content screen, which shall 
have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Link icon Image - 
Title Label Displays the link’s title. 
Follow button Button Open link’s URL in the default web 

browser. 
Info button Button Show / hide the link info dropdown 
Link info dropdown View Displays additional link info 

 
The link info dropdown contains the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Author Label Displays the link’s author 
Source Label Displays the link’s source. 
Description Label Displays the link’s description. 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04, CO_L2_F05 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_36, T_S_37 
 

Requirement 61: Resource View – Link View. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I16 
Resource view – Image View 

 

Each image and tagged image resource shall be displayed in an image view in the 
content screen, which shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Image Image Displays the resource image. 
Footer WebView Displays the tagged image’s footer text. 

 
Additional behavior: 
Taping on the image shall popup the image resized to fit the screen. Then tapping 
outside the image shall restore the view. 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04, CO_L2_F06 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I04 
 
 
Tests: T_S_38, T_S_39 
 

Requirement 62: Resource View – Image View. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I17 
Resource view – Step-By-Step View 

 

Each step by step and carousel resource shall be displayed in a step by step view in the 
content screen, which shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Title Label Displays the resource title. 
Carousel Carousel Displays each step’s image. 
Footer WebView Displays each step’s description text. 
Thumbnail gallery View Provide a thumbnail preview of each 

step’s image and a slider to select a step. 
Prior step Button Scroll carousel to the prior step. 
Next step Button Scroll carousel to the next step. 
Number Label Displays the order number of the current 

step in the carousel. (Only for step by 
step resources)  

 
Additional behavior: 
Taping on the current image in the carousel shall popup the image resized to fit the 
screen. Then tapping outside the image shall restore the view. In case the image fills 
the screen a close button will appear on the top right corner. 
Dragging on the carousel shall scroll the images. 

Dragging on the thumbnail gallery shall move the slider to the touch point and scroll 
the carousel to the selected image. 
The current image in the carousel shall always be the selected image in the 
thumbnail gallery. 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04, CO_L2_F07, CO_L2_F08 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_40, T_S_41 
 

Requirement 63: Resource View – Step-by-Step View. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I18 
Resource view – Chronology View 

 

Each chronology resource shall be displayed in a chronology view in the content 
screen, which shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Stage views View Displays each stage in the chronology. 
Arrows Images Displays an arrow from each stage view 

to the next. 
 
The stage view shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Background Image Displays a box like background. 
Title Label Displays the stage title. 
Text Label Displays a the stage texts (start, text, 

end) with the format: “start ‘ > ‘text ‘ > 
‘end” 

Layout: 
The stage view, [arrow, stage view] (for each additional stage). Each view is 
positioned below the prior view to create a sequence up to down. 

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_42 
 

Requirement 64: Resource View – Chronology View. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I19 

Resource view – Concept Card View 
 

Each concept card view shall be displayed as an Html table in a WebView. 
 
Layout: 
The header of the table is the concept card title. 
Each category in the concept card is a row, being the first cell the category text. 
Each concept in a category is a new cell in the category row, with the concept text. 

 

 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04 
SR_L1_I01; SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_43 
 

Requirement 65: Resource View – Concept Card View. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I20 
Resource view – Procedure View 

 

Each procedure resource shall be displayed in a procedure view in the content screen, 
which shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Title Label Displays the resource title. 
Carousel Carousel Displays each step’s image. 
Prior step Button Scroll carousel to the prior step. 
Next step Button Scroll carousel to the next step. 

 
Each view in the procedure shall have the following elements:  
Element Type Function 
Title Label Displays the step’s title 
Content View Displays the step’s content resources in resource 

views, which may be text, link and image views. 
Additional behavior: 
Dragging on the carousel shall scroll the views. 

 

 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04, CO_L2_F09 
SR_L1_I01; SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_44, T_S_45 
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Requirement 66: Resource View – Procedure View. 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I21 

Resource view – Concept Map View 
 

Each concept map resource shall be displayed in a concept map view in the content 
screen, which shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Root Node View Displays the root node. 
Child Nodes Views Displays the child nodes. 
Grandchild 
Nodes 

Views Display the grandchild nodes. 

Brace Image Displays a brace from the root node that encompass 
all the child and grandchild nodes. 

 
Each root, child and grandchild node view shall have the following elements:  
Element Type Function 
Background Image Displays a box like background 
Text Label Displays the node text. 

 
Additional behavior: 
If the concept map is a unit map, selecting an epigraph (child node) navigates to the 
first concept in that epigraph. 
If the concept map is an epigraph map, selecting a concept (child node) navigates to 
that concept. 

 
Layout: 
The root node in the left, the child nodes and grandchild nodes in the right side, 
positioned as sections and cells do in a table, and the brace in between.  

 

 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04, CO_L3_F01, CO_L3_F06 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_46, T_S_47 
 

Requirement 67: Resource View – Concept Map View. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I22 
Resource view – Podcast View 

 

Each podcast resource shall be displayed in a podcast view, which shall have the 
following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Title Label Displays the podcast title. 
Play/Pause 
Button 

Button Play/Pauses the audio. 

Time Slider Slider Displays the current reproduction time over the total 
reproduction time. 

Additional behavior: 
If the reproduction ends, the play/pause button is set to play and the time slider to 0. 

 

 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01; CO_L2_F04, CO_L2_F10 
SR_L1_I01; SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_48, T_S_49 
 

Requirement 68: Resource View – Podcast View. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SR_L3_I23 
Resource view – Embedded Activities View 

 

Each embedded activities resource shall be displayed in an embedded activities view, 
which shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Title Label Displays the resource title. 
Activities Table Displays a cell for each activity. 

 
Each activity cell shall have the following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Order number Label Displays the activity order number. 
Title Label Displays the activity title. 

Additional behavior: 
Selecting an activity cell opens the activity (FPLimit: just show an alert). 

 

 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01; CO_L2_F04, CO_L2_F11 
SR_L1_I01; SR_L2_I04 
 
Tests: T_S_50, T_S_51 
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Requirement 69: Resource View – Embedded Activities View. 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SR_L3_I24 

Resource view – Extension View 
 

Each extension resource shall be displayed in an extension view, which shall have the 
following elements: 
Element Type Function 
Extension icon Image - 
Title Label Displays the extension title. 
Show/hide Button Button Show/ hide the content dropdown view 
Content dropdown view View Displays the resources in the extension content, 

which can be of any type except the extension 
itself. 

 

 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01 
CO_L2_F04 
SR_L1_I01 
SR_L2_I04 
 
 
Tests: T_S_52, T_S_53 
 

Requirement 70: Resource View – Extension View. 

 
 

3.3.3 Subsystems requirements 

 
The subsystem requirements are obtained during the Module Design phase as 

specified in 3.2.1 V-Model. The presentation of the requirements in this section 
show them grouped by the components they describe. The model is available in section 

3.1.1ii. ) Components model. 
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 i. ) Downloads Controller Requirements 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F01 

Log in 
 

The system shall be able to log in. 
Input: username and password. 
Operations: send a Logon request and parse and store the received session xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_01 
 

Requirement 71: Log in. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F02 

Download user info 
 

The system shall be able to download the user info. 
Input: session id. 
Operations: send a GetUserInfo request and parse and store the received user info xml 
data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 
 
 
Tests: T_I_02 
 

Requirement 72: Download user info. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F03 

Download user’s lectures 
 

The system shall be able to download the user’s lectures. 
Input: session id, starting date. 
Operations: send a GetHorariosByAlumnoFromDate request and parse and store the 
received lectures xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F02, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_03 
 

Requirement 73: Download user lectures. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F04 

Download user’s events 
 

The system shall be able to download the user’s events. 
Input: session id, starting date. 
Operations: send a GetEventosAgendaFromDate request and parse and store the 
received events xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F03, CO_L1_NF03 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_04 
 

Requirement 74: Download user events. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F05 

Download user’s tasks 
 

The system shall be able to download the user’s tasks. 
Input: session id, starting date. 
Operations: send a GetActividadesAsignadasFromDate2 request and parse and store 
the received prescribed activities xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F04, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_05 
 

Requirement 75: Download user tasks. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F06 

Download user’s messages 
 

The system shall be able to download the user’s messages. 
Input: session id, starting date. 
Operations: send a GetMessagesFromDate request and parse and store the received 
messages xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F05, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_06 
 

Requirement 76: Download user messages. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_DC_F07 
Download user’s messages recipients 

 

The system shall be able to download the user’s messages recipients. 
Input: session id. 
Operations: send a GetComunicacionesDestinatarios request and parse and store the 
received recipients xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F05, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_07 
 

Requirement 77: Download user messages recipients. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F08 

Download course books indexes 
 

The system shall be able to download the indexes of the user’s course books. 
Input: session id, starting date. 
Operations: send a GetIndicesFromDate request and parse and store the received 
indexes xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_08 
 

Requirement 78: Download course books indexes. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F09 

Download unit content 
 

The system shall be able to download the content of a unit. 
Input: session id, unit id. 
Operations: send a GetContenidoUnidad request and parse and store the received unit 
content xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F03 
 
Tests: T_I_09 
 

Requirement 79: Download unit content. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F10 

Download resource content 
 

The system shall be able to download the content of a resource. 
Input: session id, resource id and resource type. 
Operations: send a GetRecursoContenido request and parse and store the received 
resource content xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F03 
 
Tests: T_I_10 
 

Requirement 80: Download resource content. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_DC_F11 
Download binary file 

 

The system shall be able to download the binary file of an image or podcast type 
resource. 
Input: session id, resource id and resource type. 
Operations: send a GetBinarioForType request and parse and store the received binary 
file xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F03 
 
Tests: T_I_11 
 

Requirement 81: Download binary file. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_DC_F12 
Download book cover file 

 

The system shall be able to download the binary file of a book cover image. 
Input: session id, student’s book id. 
Operations: send a GetLibroCover request and parse and store the received binary file 
xml data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_12 
 

Requirement 82: Download binary file. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F13 

Download modified units. 
 

The system shall be able to download the content of the downloaded units that have 
been modified. 
Input: session id, date. 
Operations: send a GetUnidadesModificadasFromDate request, parse the received 
modified units xml data and download unit content for each modified unit. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F04 
 
Tests: T_I_13 
 

Requirement 83: Download modified units. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_DC_F14 

Download modified resources. 
 

The system shall be able to download the content of the modified resources. 
Input: session id, date. 
Operations: send a GetRecursosChangedForLibrosFromDate request, parse the 
received modified resources xml data and download each modified resource. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_F01, CO_L1_NF02 to CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SR_L2_F04 
 
Tests: T_I_14 
 

Requirement 84: Download modified units. 
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 ii. ) WS Requests Controller Requirements 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_WS_F01 

Send request to log in 
 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to login as defined 
in Table 13: iDEA Web Service Request – Logon. 
Inputs: username and password. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F01 
 
Tests: T_I_15 
 

Requirement 85: Send Request to log in. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F02 
Send request for user info 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the user info 
as defined in Table 14: iDEA Web Service Request – Get User Info. 
Inputs: session id. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_16 
 

Requirement 86: Send request for user info. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ WS _F03 

Send request for lectures from date 
 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the user 
lectures from a date as defined in Table 15: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Horarios 
By Alumno From Date. 
Inputs: session id, date. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F03 
 
Tests: T_I_17 
 

Requirement 87: Send request for lectures from date. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F04 
Send request for events from date 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the user 
events from a date as defined in Table 16: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Eventos 
Agenda From Date. 
Inputs: session id, date. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F04 
 
Tests: T_I_18 
 

Requirement 88: Send request for events from date. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F05 
Send request for tasks from date 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the user 
tasks from a date as defined in Table 17: iDEA Web Service Request – Get 
Actividades Asignadas From Date 2. 
Inputs: session id, date. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F05 
 
Tests: T_I_19 
 

Requirement 89: Send request for tasks from date. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F06 
Send request for messages from date 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the user 
messages from a date as defined in Table 18: iDEA Web Service Request – Get 
Messages From Date. 
Inputs: session id, date. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F06 
 
Tests: T_I_20 
 

Requirement 90: Send request for messages from date. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ WS _F07 

Send request for message recipients 
 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the user 
message recipients from a date as defined in Table 19: iDEA Web Service Request – 
Get Comunicaciones Destinatarios. 
Inputs: session id. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F07 
 
Tests: T_I_21 
 

Requirement 91: Send request for message recipients from date. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F08 
Send request for coursebook indexes 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the user 
coursebooks indexes from a date as defined in Table 20: iDEA Web Service Request – 
Get Indices From Date. 
Inputs: session id, date. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F08 
 
Tests: T_I_22 
 

Requirement 92: Send request for coursebook indexes. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F09 
Send request for unit content 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the content 
of a unit as defined in Table 21: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Contenido Unidad. 
Inputs: session id, unit id. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F09 
 
Tests: T_I_23 
 

Requirement 93: Send request for unit content. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F10 
Send request for resource content 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the content 
of a resource as defined in Table 22: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Recurso 
Content (Part I). 
Inputs: session id, resource id and resource type. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F10 
 
Tests: T_I_24 
 

Requirement 94: Send request for resource content. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ WS _F11 

Send request for binary file 
 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the binary 
content of a resource file as defined in Table 25: iDEA Web Service Request – Get 
Binario For Type. 
Inputs: session id, resource id and resource type. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F11 
 
Tests: T_I_25 
 

Requirement 95: Send request for binary file. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F12 
Send request for book cover 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the binary 
content of a book cover file as defined in Table 26: iDEA Web Service Request – Get 
Libro Cover. 
Inputs: session id, student’s book id. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F12 
 
Tests: T_I_26 
 

Requirement 96: Send request for book cover. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F13 
Send request for modified units 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the modified 
units from a date as defined in Table 27: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Unidades 
Modificadas From Date. 
Inputs: session id, date. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F13 
 
Tests: T_I_27 
 

Requirement 97: Send request for modified units. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ WS _F14 
Send request for modified resources 

 

The system shall be able to send to the iDEA Web Service a request to get the modified 
resources from a date as defined in Table 28: iDEA Web Service Request – Get 
Recursos Changed For Libros From Date. 
Inputs: session id, date. 
Operations: build and send the request. 
Output: received data. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02 
SSR_DC_F14 
 
Tests: T_I_28 
 
 

Requirement 98: Send request for modified resources. 
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 iii. ) Parser Requirements 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ P _F01 

Parse login xml 
 

The system shall parse the received xml data from the login request, defined in Table 
13: iDEA Web Service Request – Logon. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain the user id and session id and store the user. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F01 
 
Tests: T_I_29 
 
 

Requirement 99: Parse login xml. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F02 
Parse user info xml 

 

The system shall parse the received xml data from the request to get the user info, 
defined in Table 14: iDEA Web Service Request – Get User Info. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain the user’s full name and user’s group and store the user. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_30 
 
 

Requirement 100: Parse user info xml. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ P _F03 

Parse lectures xml 
 

The system shall be able to send to parse the received xml data from the request to get 
the user lectures from a date, defined in Table 15: iDEA Web Service Request – Get 
Horarios By Alumno From Date. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain and store the student’s lecture id, fault, admonition kind, 
admonition, note, positives, negatives, subject, start time, end time and date for each 
lecture. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F03 
 
Tests: T_I_31 
 
 

Requirement 101: Parse lectures xml. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F04 
Parse events xml 

 

The system shall parse the received xml data from the request to get the user events 
from a date as defined in Table 16: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Eventos Agenda 
From Date. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain and store the title, description, start date, end date, location, 
receiver and sender for each event. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F04 
 
Tests: T_I_32 
 
 

Requirement 102: Parse events xml. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ P _F05 

Parse tasks xml 
 

The system shall parse the received xml data from the request to get the user tasks from 
a date, defined in Table 17: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Actividades Asignadas 
From Date 2. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain and store the mark, comments, deadline date, save date, delivery 
date, correction date and solution date for each activity and set them as visible. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F05 
 
Tests: T_I_33 
 
 

Requirement 103: Parse tasks xml. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F06 
Parse messages xml 

 

The system shall parse the received xml data from the request to get the user messages 
from a date, defined in Table 18: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Messages From 
Date. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain and store the date, type, sender id, receiver id, state, subject and 
text for each message. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F06 
 
Tests: T_I_34 
 
 

Requirement 104: Parse messages xml. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F07 
Parse message recipients 

 

The system shall parse the xml data received from the request to get the user message 
recipients, defined in Table 19: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Comunicaciones 
Destinatarios. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain and store the id and name of each recipient. 
Output: operation result. 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F07 
 
Tests: T_I_35 
 

Requirement 105: Parse message recipients xml. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F08 
Parse coursebook indexes xml 

 

The system shall parse the xml data received from the request to get the user 
coursebooks indexes from a date, defined in Table 20: iDEA Web Service Request – 
Get Indices From Date. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations:  
Obtain and store: 
- The id, student’s book id and title of each book. 
- The id, student’s book id, order number, title and description of each unit. 
- The id, unit id, title, order number and type of each epigraph. 
- The id, epigraph id, order number and title of each concept. 
- The id, concept id, order number and title of each section. 
- The id, unit id and description of each workshop. 
- The id, workshop id, and title of each workshop section. 
- The id, epigraph id, order number and title of each activity. 
And download each book’s cover. 
Output: operation result. 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F08 
Tests: T_I_36 

Requirement 106: Parse coursebook indexes xml. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ P _F09 

Parse unit content 
 

The system shall parse the xml data received from the request to get the content of a 
unit, defined in Table 21: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Contenido Unidad. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: 
Obtain and store: 
- The content of each concept. 
- The content of each section. 
- The content of each workshop section. 
- The id and type of each resource. 
For each resource: 
- Download the resource. 
- Send notification with the download operation progress (Downloaded resources/ total 
resources)*. 
Output: operation result. 
 
*Rational: the main load of the unit download operation is expected to be in the 
resources downloads, so the downloaded resources over the total resources should be a 
valid indicator of the total operation progress. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F09 
 
Tests: T_I_37 
 

Requirement 107: Send request for unit content. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F10 
Parse resource content xml 

 

The system shall parse the xml data received from the request to get the content of a 
resource, defined in Table 22: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Recurso Content (Part 
I). 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations:  
- For a link resource, obtain and store its title, URL, author, source and description. 
- For a tagged image resource, obtain and store its footer and filename and download 
the binary file. 
- For an image resource, obtain and store its filename and download the binary file. 
- For a step-by-step or carousel resource, obtain and store its title and the step-by-step 
or carousel id, image id, order number, title and description of each step. 
- For a chronology resource, obtain and store its title and the chronology id, order 
number, title, start, end and text of each stage. 
- For a concept card resource, obtain and store its title; the id, concept card id, content 
and order number of each category; and the id, category id and content of each cell. 
- For a procedure resource, obtain and store its title and the id, procedure id, order 
number title and content of each step. 
- For a concept map resource, obtain and store the id, parent node id and content for the 
root, child and grandchild nodes. 
- For a podcast resource, obtain and store its title and filename and download the 
binary file. 
- For an embedded activities resource, obtain and store its title and the embedded 
activities resource id, activity id and order number of each activity. 
- For an extension resource, obtain and store its title and content. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F10 
 
Tests: T_I_38 
 

Requirement 108: Parse resource content xml. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F11 
Parse binary file xml 

 

The system shall parse the xml data received from the request to get the binary content 
of a resource file, defined in Table 25: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Binario For 
Type. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain and decode the base64 string. 
Output: decoded string. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F11 
 
Tests: T_I_39 
 

Requirement 109: Parse binary file xml. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F12 
Parse book cover xml 

 

The system shall parse the xml data received from the request to get the binary content 
of a book cover file, defined in Table 26: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Libro 
Cover. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain and decode the base64 string. 
Output: decoded string. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F12 
 
Tests: T_I_40 
 

Requirement 110: Send request for book cover. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F13 
Parse modified units 

 

The system shall parse the xml data received from the request to get the modified units 
from a date as defined in Table 27: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Unidades 
Modificadas From Date. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain the id of each unit. 
Output: array of unit ids. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F13 
 
Tests: T_I_41 
 

Requirement 111: Parse modified units xml. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ P _F14 
Parse modified resources xml 

 

The system shall parse the xml data received from the request to get the modified 
resources from a date, defined in Table 28: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Recursos 
Changed For Libros From Date. 
Inputs: xml data. 
Operations: obtain the id of each resource. 
Output: array of resource ids. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF02 
SR_L1_I02, SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F14 
 
Tests: T_I_42 
 

Requirement 112: Parse modified resources xml. 
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 iv. ) Persistent Data Controller Requirements 

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F01 

Store user 
 

The system shall be able to store the user. 
Inputs: user. 
Operations: store the user’s username, password, id, full name, group and session id in 
the PLIST file. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F01, SSR_DC_F02 
SSR_P_F01, SSR_P_F02 
 
Tests: T_I_43 
 

Requirement 113: Store user. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F02 
Store lecture 

 

The system shall be able to store a lecture with the id, student’s lecture id, fault, 
admonition kind, admonition, note, positives, negatives, subject, start time, end time 
and date. 
Inputs: lecture. 
Operations: send SQL Statement to the database*. 
Output: operation result. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F03, SSR_P_F03 
Tests: T_I_44 
 

Requirement 114: Store lecture. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F03 
Store Event 

 

The system shall be able to store an event in the events table in the database, specified 
in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: event. 
Operations: send to the database*. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F04, SSR_P_F04 
 
Tests: T_I_45 
 

Requirement 115: Store event. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F04 
Store Activity 

 

The system shall be able to store an activity in the activities table in the database, 
specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: activity. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F05, SSR_DC_F08 
SSR_P_F05, SSR_P_F08 
 
Tests: T_I_46 
 

Requirement 116: Store activity. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F05 

Store Message 
 

The system shall be able to store a message in the messages table in the database, 
specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: message. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F06, SSR_P_F06 
 
Tests: T_I_4 
 

Requirement 117: Store message. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F06 
Store Message Recipient 

 

The system shall be able to store a message recipient in the message recipients table in 
the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: message recipient. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F06, SSR_P_F06 
 
Tests: T_I_48 
 

Requirement 118: Store message recipient. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F07 
Store Coursebook 

 

The system shall be able to store a coursebook in the coursebooks table in the database, 
specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: coursebook. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F08, SSR_P_F08 
 
Tests: T_I_49 
 

Requirement 119: Store coursebook. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F08 
Store Unit 

 

The system shall be able to store a unit in the units table in the database, specified in i. 
) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: unit. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F08, SSR_DC_09 
SSR_P_F08, SSR_P_09 
 
Tests: T_I_50 
 

Requirement 120: Store unit. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F09 

Store Epigraph 
 

The system shall be able to store an epigraph in the epigraphs table in the database, 
specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: epigraph. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F08, SSR_DC_09 
SSR_P_F08, SSR_P_09 
 
Tests: T_I_51 
 

Requirement 121: Store epigraph. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F10 
Store Concept 

 

The system shall be able to store a concept in the concepts table in the database, 
specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: concept. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F08, SSR_DC_09 
SSR_P_F08, SSR_P_09 
 
Tests: T_I_52 
 

Requirement 122: Store concept. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F11 
Store Section 

 

The system shall be able to store a section in the sections table in the database, 
specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: section. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F08, SSR_DC_09 
SSR_P_F08, SSR_P_09 
 
Tests: T_I_53 
 

Requirement 123: Store section. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F12 
Store Workshop 

 

The system shall be able to store a workshop in the workshops table in the database, 
specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: workshop. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F08, SSR_DC_09 
SSR_P_F08, SSR_P_09 
 
Tests: T_I_54 
 

Requirement 124: Store workshop. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F13 

Store workshop section 
 

The system shall be able to store a workshop section in the workshop sections table in 
the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: workshop section. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_F08, SSR_DC_09 
SSR_P_F08, SSR_P_09 
 
Tests: T_I_55 
 

Requirement 125: Store workshop section. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F14 
Store resource 

 

The system shall be able to store a resource in the resources table in the database, 
specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: resource. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_56 
 

Requirement 126: Store resource. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F15 

Store link 
 

The system shall be able to store a link resource in the links table in the database, 
specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: link. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_57 
 

Requirement 127: Store link. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F16 
Store image (Tagged image) 

 

The system shall be able to store an image or tagged image resource in the images table 
in the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: image. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_58 
 

Requirement 128: Store image (Tagged image). 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F17 

Store step-by-step (Carousel) 
 

The system shall be able to store a step-by-step or carousel resource in the step-by-
steps table in the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: image. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_59 
 

Requirement 129: Store step-by-step (Carousel). 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F18 
Store step 

 

The system shall be able to store a step-by-step’s or carousel’s step in the steps table in 
the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: step. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_60 
 

Requirement 130: Store step. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F19 

Store chronology 
 

The system shall be able to store a chronology resource in the chronologies table in the 
database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: chronology. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_61 
 

Requirement 131: Store chronology. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F20 
Store chronology stage 

 

The system shall be able to store a chronology stage in the chronology stages table in 
the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: chronology stage. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_62 
 

Requirement 132: Store chronology stage. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F21 
Store concept card 

 

The system shall be able to store a concept card resource in the concept cards table in 
the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: concept card. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_63 
 

Requirement 133: Store concept card. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F22 
Store concept card category 

 

The system shall be able to store a concept card category in the concept card categories 
table in the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: concept card category. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_64 
 

Requirement 134: Store concept card category. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F23 

Store concept card cell 
 

The system shall be able to store a concept card cell in the concept card cells table in 
the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: concept card cell. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_65 
 

Requirement 135: Store concept card cell. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F24 
Store Procedure 

 

The system shall be able to store a procedure resource in the procedures table in the 
database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: procedure. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_66 
 

Requirement 136: Store procedure. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F25 
Store procedure step 

 

The system shall be able to store a procedure step in the procedure steps table in the 
database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: procedure step. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_67 
 

Requirement 137: Store procedure step. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F26 
Store concept map node 

 

The system shall be able to store a concept map node in the concept map nodes table in 
the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: concept map node. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_68 
 

Requirement 138: Store concept map node. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F27 

Store podcast 
 

The system shall be able to store a podcast resource in the podcasts table in the 
database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: podcast. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_69 
 

Requirement 139: Store podcast. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F28 
Store Embedded Activities Block 

 

The system shall be able to store an embedded activities resource in the embedded 
activities blocks table in the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
Inputs: embedded activities block. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_70 
 

Requirement 140: Store embedded activities block. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F29 
Store embedded activity 

 

The system shall be able to store an embedded activity in the procedure steps table in 
the database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: embedded activity. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_71 
 

Requirement 141: Store embedded activity. 

 
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F30 
Store extension 

 

The system shall be able to store an extension resource in the extensions table in the 
database, specified in i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System models. 
Inputs: extension. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_10 
SSR_P_10 
 
Tests: T_I_72 
 

Requirement 142: Store extension. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F31 

Store binary file 
 

The system shall be able to store the binary file for a book cover, image or podcast. 
Inputs: decoded data, filename. 
Operations: create a new file in the documents directory with the given name and 
data. 
Output: operation result. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F01 
SSR_DC_11 
SSR_P_11 
 
Tests: T_I_73 
 

Requirement 143: Store binary file. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F32 
Get user 

 

The system shall be able to get the user from the PLIST data file. 
Inputs: -. 
Operations: read the user’s username, password, id, full name, group and session id 
from the PLIST file. 
Output: user. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I02 
SR_L3_I03 
 
Tests: T_I_74 
 

Requirement 144: Get user. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F33 

Get lectures for date 
 

The system shall be able to get from the database* the lectures for a given date. 
Inputs: date. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create a lecture for 
each result. 
Output: array of lectures. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I02 
SR_L3_I03 
 
 
Tests: T_I_75 
 

Requirement 145: Get lectures for date. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F34 
Get Event Between Dates 

 

The system shall be able to get from the database* the events between two given dates. 
Inputs: event. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create an event for each 
result. 
Output: array of events. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I02 
SR_L3_I04, SR_L3_I5 
 
Tests: T_I_76 
 

Requirement 146: Get events between dates. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F35 

Get Prescribed Activities 
 

The system shall be able to get from the database* the prescribed activities (the ones 
with visibility attribute true). 
Inputs: -. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create an activity for 
each result. 
Output: array of activities. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I02 
SR_L3_I04, SR_L3_I6 
 
Tests: T_I_77 
 

Requirement 147: Get Prescribed Activities. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F36 
Get Activity 

 

The system shall be able to get from the database* an activity. 
Inputs: id. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create an activity with 
the result. 
Output: activity. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I02 
SR_L3_I04, SR_L3_I06, SR_L3_I23 
 
Tests: T_I_78 
 

Requirement 148: Get Activity. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F37 

Get activities for epigraph 
 

The system shall be able to get from the database* the prescribed activities (the ones 
with visibility attribute true) for an epigraph. 
Inputs: epigraph id. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create an activity for 
each result. 
Output: array of activities. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I02 
SR_L3_I04, SR_L3_I06, SR_L3_I23 
 
 
Tests: T_I_79 
 

Requirement 149: Get activities for epigraph. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F38 
Get Messages for state 

 

The system shall be able to get from the database* the messages for a state. 
Inputs: state (unread, all, archived). 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create a message for 
each result. 
Output: array of messages. 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I02 
SR_L3_I04, SR_L3_I7 
 
Tests: T_I_80 
 

Requirement 150: Get messages for state. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F39 
Get Coursebooks 

 

The system shall be able to get from the database* the coursebooks. 
Inputs: -. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create a coursebook for 
each result. 
Output: array of coursebooks. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I02, SR_L2_I03 
SR_L3_I08, SR_L3_I10 
Tests: T_I_81 
 

Requirement 151: Get coursebooks. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F40 
Load units for coursebook 

 

The system shall be able to load from the database* the units of a coursebook. 
Inputs: coursebook. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create a unit for each 
result, set the units array as the coursebook units. 
Output: operation result. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I03, SR_L2_I04 
SR_L3_I10, SR_L3_I12 
 
Tests: T_I_82 
 

Requirement 152: Load units for coursebook. 
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REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _F41 

Load epigraphs for unit 
 

The system shall be able to load from the database* the epigraphs of a unit. 
Inputs: unit. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create an epigraph for 
each result, set the epigraphs array as the unit epigraphs. 
Output: operation result. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I04 
SR_L3_I12, SR_L3_I13 
 
Tests: T_I_83 
 

Requirement 153: Load epigraphs for unit. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F42 
Load concepts for unit 

 

The system shall be able to load from the database* the concepts of an epigraph. 
Inputs: epigraph. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create a concept for 
each result, set the concepts array as the epigraph’s concepts. 
Output: operation result. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I04 
SR_L3_I12, SR_L3_I13 
 
Tests: T_I_84 
 

Requirement 154: Load concepts for unit. 
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REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F43 
Load sections for concept 

 

The system shall be able to load from the database* the sections of a concept. 
Inputs: concept. 
Operations: build and send SQL statement to the database and create a section for 
each result, set the sections array as the concept’s sections. 
Output: operation result. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: 
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I04 
SR_L3_I12, SR_L3_I13 
 
Tests: T_I_85 
 

Requirement 155: Load sections for concept. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _F44 
Get resource 

 

The system shall be able to get from the database* a resource. 
Inputs: name, type and unit id. 
Operations: build and send SQL statements to the database and create a resource of 
the specified type. 
Output: resource. 
 
*For the database specification go to section i. ) Database model in 3.3.4 System 
models. 
 
 

Kind: Functional Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
CO_L1_NF03, CO_L1_NF04 
SR_L1_I03, SR_L1_F02 
SR_L2_I04 
SR_L3_I13 to SR_L3_I24 
 
Tests: T_I_86 
 

Requirement 156: Get resource. 
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NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
	  

REQUIREMENT 
ID: SSR_ PD _NF41 

SQLite Database Write Operations Limit 
 

The SQLite database can’t perform more than one writing operation at the same time. 
 
 

Kind: Restriction Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
SR_L1_I03 
 
Tests:-. 
 

Requirement 157: SQLite Database Write Operations Limit. 

	  
REQUIREMENT 

ID: SSR_ PD _NF02 
SQLite Database Read Operations Limit 

 

The SQLite database allows multiple read operations at the same time. 
 
 

Kind: Restriction Source: EGB Risk: High 
Status: Approved Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements:  
SR_L1_I03 
 
Tests:-. 
 

Requirement 158: SQLite Database Read Operations Limit. 
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3.3.4 System models 

i. ) Database model 

This section is intended to provide the system’s database specification. The 
Illustration 15 shows the relational schema, useful to get a quick picture of the database. 

 
Illustration 15: Database Relational Schema. 
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ii. ) Components model 

The components model divides de system into a hierarchy of subsystems. Each 
component encapsulates a set of related functions (or data). A good components 
decomposition of the system simplifies development and maintenance. 

 
To get a quick idea of the system’s components model, a components diagram is 

shown in the Illustration 16. This model complements the requirements specification in 

3.3.2 System requirements, and shall be a reference to encapsulate the 
code during the implementation. 

 

 
Illustration 16: Components Diagram. 
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The devised model separates the system into 3 subsystems: 
- Model:	  the	  model	  consists	  of	  application	  data,	  business	  rules,	  logic,	  and	  

functions.	  
- View: this component provides the elements to be displayed in the screen. 
- Controller: the controller mediates input, converting it to commands for the 

model or view. 
 

The controller subsystem is divided into the following components: 
- View	  controller:	  this	  component	  manages	  the	  views	  and	  events	  in	  the	  GUI.	  

Receives	  the	  input	  from	  the	  user	  and	  communicate	  the	  needs	  to	  the	  other	  
subcomponents,	  finally	  produces	  an	  output	  for	  the	  user.	  

- iDEA WS Controller: the iDEA WS Controller is the component responsible to 
communicate with the iDEA WS, send the requests and receive and translate the 
responses. 

- Persistent Data Controller: this component manages access to the persistent 
data in the files and database, providing an interface to store and recover the data. 
 
 

The iDEA WS Controller subsystem is divided into the next three components: 
- Downloads	  controller:	  manages	  downloads,	  coordinating	  the	  other	  two	  

subsystems	  to	  send	  and	  translate	  the	  proper	  requests	  for	  a	  complete	  
coherent	  download	  operation.	  

- WS Requests controller: the WS Requests controller is responsible to create and 
send the requests to the WS. 

- Parser: the parser transforms the data from the server into model objects and 
sends them to the Persistent Data Controller for storage if needed. 
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Chapter 4 

Tests 

4.1 Test plan 

The test plan provides a detailed systematic approach to testing the specified 
system. The plan is embedded into the analysis, design and implementation workflows. 

 
As specified in the V-Model, each requirement at any level has, at least, one related 

test specification. The tests to be designed for the requirements are differentiated, 
depending on the target, into two groups: acceptance tests and system tests. The first ones 
are the tests related to the CONOPS level requirements and are used to test the overall 
system capabilities. System tests must prove each of the features and functionalities that 
the system needs to perform to meet the concepts of operation’s needs. 

 
Additionally, as TDD is applied, the test plan includes a unit test plan devised to 

prove each piece of code. This tests won’t be specified in the document, as they are part 
of the implementation workflow. 

 
Each test is defined on a table, following the template in Table 3. The fields in the 

template are: 
 
- ID: a unique identifier for the test. It should follow some structure to help the 

identification, which is going to be ‘T_X_YY’. It originates ids like ‘T_A_01’ or 
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‘T_S_03’. The ‘X’ is for the type of test (acceptance or system). The ‘YY’ is the 
number of test. 
 

- Test title: a short 2-4 words title, which is representative of the test description 
or requirement being tested. Used for easy identification. 

 
- Description: a textual description of the test. 

 
- Kind: the type of test, which can be acceptance or system test. 

 
- Status: it identifies the actual stage of the test in the lifecycle: draft, accepted and 

passed. 
 

- Modified: is the date of the last modification on the requirement. 
 

- Created: is the date of the requirement creation. 
 

- Source (Requirement): the source requirement to which the test is related. 
 

TEST 
ID: id 

Test title 
 

Description. 
 
 

Kind: kind     
Status: status Modified: date Created: date 
Source (Requirement): requirement id. 
 

Table 3: Tests template. 

4.2 Acceptance Tests 

The acceptance tests validate the system verifying the achievement of the concepts 

of operation, specified at 3.3.1 Concepts of operation. They provide 
the acceptance criteria for the final system. 
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TEST 

ID: T_A_01 
Read coursebooks 

 

Test that the user is able to read his coursebooks. 
Perform tests: T_A_10 and T_A_13  to T_A_26 . 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L1_F01 

Test 1: Read coursebooks. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_02 
See timetable 

 

Test that the user is able to see his timetable with the lectures, with the starting and 
ending times and the name of the course. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L1_F02 
 

Test 2: See timetable. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_03 
See events 

 

Test that the user is able to see his events, defined by starting and ending dates and 
times, the title, the location and sender. 
 
Inputs: 
- The user selects the events option. 
Outputs: 
- The screen displays a list with the user’s events. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L1_F03 
 

Test 3: See events. 
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TEST 

ID: T_A_04 
See tasks 

 

Test that the user is able to see his tasks, defined by the order number and title of each 
prescribed activity. 
 
Inputs: 
- The user selects the tasks option. 
Outputs: 
- The screen displays a list with the user’s tasks. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L1_F04 
 

Test 4: See tasks. 

 
 

TEST 
ID: T_A_05 

See Messages 
 

Test that the user is able to see his messages, with the sender’s name, date, subject 
message, state and type. 
 
Inputs: 
- The user selects the messages option. 
Outputs: 
- The screen displays a list with the user’s messages. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L1_F05 
 

Test 5: See messages. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_06 
iPad 

 

Test that the app runs on an Apple’s iPad device, using at least one of the following 
models: iPad2, new iPad and iPad mini. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L1_NF01 
 

Test 6: iPad. 
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TEST 
ID: T_A_07 

iDEA Web Service 
 

Test that the app obtain the user data from the Idea Web Service. 
 
How: after a download operation, check and compare the local data with the data on 
the Web Server. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L1_NF02 
 

Test 7: iDEA Web Service. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_08 
User Control 

 

Test that an unidentified user is asked for a username and password. 
 
Step 1 
Inputs: 
- An unidentified user launches the app. 
Outputs: 
- The screen displays a login form. 
Step 2 
Inputs: 
- The user introduces his username and password and logs in. 
Outputs: 
- The user is logged in. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L1_NF03 
 

Test 8: User control. 
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TEST 

ID: T_A_09 
Offline availability 

 

Test that the user is able to perform the actions described in CO_L1_F01 to 
CO_L1_F05 with internet connection switched off. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L1_NF04 
 

Test 9: Offline availability. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_10 
Browse coursebooks 

 

Test that the user can browse his coursebooks and their units, epigraphs, concepts and 
sections. 
 
Step 1 
Inputs: 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display a list with the user coursebooks. 
Step 2 
Inputs: 
- The user selects a coursebook. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display a list with the selected coursebook units. 
Step 3 
Inputs: 
- The user selects a unit. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display a list with the selected unit epigraphs. 
Step 4 
Inputs: 
- The user selects an epigraph. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display a list with the selected epigraph concepts and sections. 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F01 
 

Test 10: Browse coursebooks. 
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TEST 

ID: T_A_11 
Download Unit 

 

Test that the user is able to download a unit in a book.  
 
Inputs: 
- The user selects the download unit option in a non-downloaded unit. 
Outputs: 
- The unit is downloaded from the server and the screen shall display the downloading 
state for the unit. 
- When the download operation is finished, the screen shall display the unit as a 
downloaded unit. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F02 
 

Test 11: Download unit. 

TEST 
ID: T_A_12 

Delete Unit 
 

Test that the user is able to delete a downloaded unit in a book.  
Inputs: 
- The user selects the delete unit option in a downloaded unit. 
Outputs: 
- The unit is deleted from the database and the state shall be updated in the screen to 
non-downloaded unit. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F03 
 

Test 12: Delete unit. 
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TEST 

ID: T_A_13 
See coursebook content 

 

Test that the user is able to view the content of a book.  
Inputs: 
- The user selects a book. 
- The user selects a unit, an epigraph and a concept. 
Outputs: 

- The	  screen	  shall	  display	  the	  content	  with	  the	  concept	  and	  sections.	  
 
Note: to validate the content, compare with the content in the iDEA Web Application. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F04 
 

Test 13: See coursebook content. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_14 
Follow link 

 

Test that the user is able to follow a link. 
 
Inputs: 
- The user selects the option to follow a link in a link resource. 
Outputs: 
- The link URL is opened with the default internet browser app in the device. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F05 
 

Test 14: Follow link. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_15 
Enlarge image 

 

Test that the user is able to enlarge an image. 
Inputs: 
- The user selects an image in an image resource. 
Outputs: 
- The screen displays the selected image resized to fit the screen. 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F06 
 

Test 15: Enlarge image. 
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TEST 

ID: T_A_16 
Shift carousel 

 

Test that the user is able to shift between steps in a carousel. 
 
Inputs: 
- The user shifts to next/ prior steps in a carousel resource. 
Outputs: 
- The screen displays the selected step. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F07 
 

Test 16: Shift carousel. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_17 
Shift step-by-step. 

 

Test that the user is able to shift between steps in a step-by-step. 
Inputs: 
- The user shifts to next/ prior steps in a step-by-step resource. 
Outputs: 
- The screen displays the selected step. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F08 
 

Test 17: Shift step-by-step. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_18 
Shift Procedure 

 

Test that the user is able to shift between steps in a procedure. 
 
Inputs: 
- The user shifts to the next/ prior step in a procedure resource. 
Outputs: 
- The screen displays the next/ prior step in the procedure. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F09 
 

Test 18: Shift procedure. 
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TEST 
ID: T_A_19 

Play podcast 
 

Test that the user is able to play and pause a podcast. 
 
Step 1 
Inputs: 
- The user selects the play option in a podcast resource. 
Outputs: 
- Plays audio, corresponding to the selected podcast. 
 
Step 2 
Inputs: 
- The user selects the pause option in a podcast resource. 
Outputs: 
- Stops playing audio. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F10 
 

Test 19: Play podcast. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_20 
Open embedded activity 

 

Test that the user is able to open an embedded activity. 
 
Inputs: 
- The user selects an activity in an embedded activities resource. 
Outputs: 
- (FPLimit) The screen shall display an alert with the number of the selected activity. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L2_F11 
 

Test 20: Open embedded activity. 
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TEST 

ID: T_A_21 
See unit map 

 

Test that the user is able to see the unit map of a unit and navigate through it. 
 
Step 1 
Inputs: 
- The user selects a downloaded unit in a textbook. 
- The user selects the first epigraph in the unit. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display the unit map for the selected unit. 
 
Step2 
Inputs: 
- The user selects an epigraph in the unit map. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall navigate to the selected epigraph. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L3_F01 
 

Test 21: See unit map. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_22 
See introduction epigraph 

 

Test that the user is able to see the introduction epigraph with the unit map in a unit. 
Inputs: 
- The user selects a downloaded unit in a textbook. 
- The user selects the first epigraph in the unit. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display the selected epigraph, which shall be an introduction 
epigraph and contain the unit map. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L3_F02 
 

Test 22: See introduction epigraph. 
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TEST 

ID: T_A_23 
See activities concept 

 

Test that the user is able to see the activities concept of an epigraph. 
Inputs: 
- The user randomly selects an epigraph in a downloaded unit. 
- The user selects the activities concept in the epigraph. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display the activities concept content. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L3_F03 
 

Test 23: See activities concept. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_A_24 
See closure epigraph 

 

Test that the user is able to see the closure epigraph of a unit. 
Inputs: 
- The user selects a random unit. 
- The user selects the penultimate epigraph in the unit. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display the penultimate epigraph, which should be a closure 
epigraph. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L3_F04 
 

Test 24: See closure epigraph. 

TEST 
ID: T_A_25 

See evaluation epigraph 
 

Test that the user is able to see the evaluation epigraph of a unit. 
 
Inputs: 
- The user randomly selects a unit. 
- The user selects the last epigraph in the unit. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display the last epigraph, which should be an evaluation epigraph. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L3_F05 
 

Test 25: See evaluation epigraph. 
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TEST 
ID: T_A_26 

See epigraph map 
 

Test that the user is able to see the epigraph map and navigate through it, for any 
epigraph which is not introduction, closure or evaluation type. 
 
Step 1 
Inputs: 
- The user randomly selects an epigraph (not introduction, closure or evaluation) on 
any downloaded unit on any book. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall display the epigraph map of the selected epigraph. 
 
Step 2 
Inputs: 
- The user selects a concept in the epigraph map. 
Outputs: 
- The screen shall navigate to the selected concept. 
 
 

Kind: Acceptance     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Source (Requirement): CO_L3_F06 
 

Test 26: See epigraph map. 

4.3 System Tests 

The system tests are the biggest integration tests. They validate the whole system as 
a single unit, performing the operations and using the same input points as a user would: 
use GUI, modify data in DB, etc. This tests verify the  fulfillment of the requirements in 

section 3.3.2 System requirements. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_01 
GUI 

 

Test that the system provides a GUI.  
Inspection. 
Input: 
- Run the app. 
Output: 
- App GUI. 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L1_I01 
 

Test 27: GUI. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_02 
iDEA Web Service Interface 

 

Test that the app communicates with the iDEA Web Service. 
Validated by test cases: T_I_01 to T_I_28. 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: SR_L1_I02 
 

Test 28: iDEA Web Service Interface. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_03 
Local Data 

 

Test that the system stores local data in the documents directory. 
Inspection. 
- Look in the documents directory for the files. 
- Open the files and check data. 
Validated by test cases: T_I_01 to T_I_86. 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: SR_L1_I03 

Test 29: Local Data. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_04 
Download user’s data 

 

Test that the system downloads the user’s data from the iDEA Web Service to the local 
data. 
Validated by test cases: T_I_01 to T_I14. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L1_F01 
 

Test 30: Download user’s data. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_05 
Load user’s data 

 

Test that the system loads the user’s data from the local data into the GUI. 
Validated by test cases: T_I_74 to T_I_86. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Proposed Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: SR_L1_F02 
 

Test 31: Load user’s data. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_06 
Operating system. 

 

Test that the app runs in iOS 7.0 or later versions. 
Inspection. 
- Check that the selected iOS version in the project configuration is iOS 7.0+. 
- Run the app under iOS 7.0+. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L1_NF01 
 

Test 32: Operating system. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_07 

RAM usage. 
 

Profile the app for memory usage.  
Validated by performance tests in 4.6 Performance tests. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: SR_L1_NF02 
 

Test 33: RAM usage. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_08 
GUI size. 

 

Test that the GUI fills the device screen.  
Inspection. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: SR_L1_NF05 
 

Test 34: GUI size. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_09 
GUI language. 

 

Test that the GUI uses the Spanish as the default language for all the static text. 
Inspection. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 20-May-13 Created: 12-Nov-12 
Related Requirements: SR_L1_NF06 
 

Test 35: GUI language. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_10 

Login Screen 
 

Test that the  system provides a Login screen. 
Inspection. 
- Check the login screen in the storyboard. 
- Run the app (with no user logged in) and check that the login screen is displayed. 
- Perform a valid log in and check that the desktop screen is displayed. 
- Perform an invalid log in and check that an error alert is displayed. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_I01 
 

Test 36: Login Screen. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_11 
Desktop Screen 

 

Test that the  system provides a Desktop screen. 
Inspection. 
- Check the desktop screen in the storyboard. 
- Run the app (with a user logged in) and check that the desktop screen is displayed. 
- Select a coursebook and check that the index screen is displayed. 
 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Proposed Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_I02 
 

Test 37: Desktop Screen. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_12 
Index Screen 

 

Test that the  system provides an index screen. 
Inspection. 
- Check the index screen in the storyboard. 
- Run the app (with a user logged in), select a coursebook and check that the index 
screen is displayed. 
- Navigate to desktop and check that the desktop screen is displayed. 
- Select a content in the book and check that the content screen is displayed. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Proposed Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_I03 
 

Test 38: Index Screen. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_13 

Content Screen 
 

Test that the  system provides an index screen. 
Inspection. 
- Check the index screen in the storyboard. 
- Run the app (with a user logged in), select a coursebook and a content and check that 
the content screen is displayed. 
- Navigate to desktop and check that the desktop screen is displayed.  
- Navigate to index and check that the index screen is displayed. 
 
Perform test cases:  
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Proposed Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_I04 
 

Test 39: Content Screen. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_14 
Launch GUI 01 

 

Test that the system loads the login screen when no user is logged in. 
Input:  
- App launch. 
Output: 
- Loads login screen. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Proposed Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_F01 
 

Test 40: Launch GUI 01. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_15 
Launch GUI 02 

 

Test that the system loads the desktop screen when a user is logged in. 
Input:  
- App launch. 
- User. 
Output: 
- Loads desktop screen. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_F01 
 

Test 41: Launch GUI 02. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_16 

Login Operation 01 
 

Test that the system download the user data after a successful login. 
Input:  
-Valid username and password, user action. 
Operations:  
- Check that sends messages to do the following: log in, download user info, download 
user’s lectures, download user’s events, download user’s tasks, download user’s 
messages, download user’s messages recipients, download coursebook indexes. 
Outputs:  
- Result of the checks. 
- Shows operation status updates in GUI,  
- Loads desktop screen 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_F02 
 

Test 42: Login Operation 01. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_17 
Login Operation 02 

 

Test that the system shows an error message after a failed login. 
Input:  
-Wrong username and password, user action. 
Operations:  
- Check that sends messages to do the following: log in. 
Outputs:  
- Result of the checks. 
- GUI shows error message.  
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_F02 
 

Test 43: Login Operation 02. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_18 

Download Unit Operation 01 
 

Test that the system downloads a unit selected by the user. 
Input:  
- User action. 
- Unit. 
Output:  
- Operation progress updates in GUI. 
- The contents of the unit are downloaded. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Proposed Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_F03 
 

Test 44: Download Unit Operation 01. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_19 
Download Unit Operation 02 

 

Test that the system shows an alert when it can’t download the unit. 
Input:  
- User action. 
- Unit. 
Output:  
- Alert with message in GUI. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Proposed Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_F03 
 

Test 45: Download Unit Operation 02. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_20 
Synchronization Operation 

 

Test that the system synchronizes the data. 
Input:  
- User action. 
Output:  
- Operation progress updates in GUI. 
 
 

Kind: Interface Source: Client Risk: High 
Status: Proposed Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_F04 
 

Test 46: Synchronization Operation. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_21 

Unit downloads limit 
 

Test that the system cannot download more than one unit at the same time. 
Inspection 
Preconditions: 
- App running and displaying the index screen. 
Input: 
- Command a unit to be downloaded. 
- Command a second unit to be downloaded while the first one is not finished yet. 
Output: 
- Alert indicating that must wait until the current download is finished. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L2_NF01 
 

Test 47: Unit downloads limit. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_22 
Desktop Screen – Navigation Bar 

 

Test that the navigation bar in the desktop screen has the elements and behavior 
specified in the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the desktop screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I01 
 

Test 48: Desktop Screen – Navigation Bar. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_23 

Desktop Screen – Session Info 
 

Test that the session info in the content screen has the elements and behavior specified 
in the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the desktop screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I02 
 
 

Test 49: Desktop Screen – Session Info. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_24 
Desktop Screen – Timetable 

 

Test that the timetable in the desktop screen has the elements and behavior specified in 
the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the desktop screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I03 
 
 

Test 50: Desktop Screen – Timetable. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_25 

Desktop Screen – Agenda 
 

Test that the agenda in the content screen has the elements and behavior specified in 
the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the desktop screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I04 
 
 

Test 51: Desktop Screen – Agenda. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_26 
Desktop Screen – Agenda – Events 

 

Test that the agenda events in the desktop screen has the elements and behavior 
specified in the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the desktop screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I05 
 
 

Test 52: Desktop Screen – Agenda – Events. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_27 

Desktop Screen – Agenda – Tasks 
 

Test that the agenda tasks in the content screen has the elements and behavior specified 
in the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the desktop screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I06 
 

Test 53: Desktop Screen – Agenda – Tasks. 
 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_28 
Desktop Screen – Agenda – Messages 

 

Test that the agenda messages in the desktop screen has the elements and behavior 
specified in the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the desktop screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I07 
 

Test 54: Desktop Screen – Agenda – Messages. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_29 

Desktop Screen – Coursebooks Carousel 
 

Test that the coursebooks carousel in the desktop screen has the elements and behavior 
specified in the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the desktop screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses.. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I08 
 

Test 55: Desktop Screen – Coursebooks Carousel. 
 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_30 
Index Screen – Navigation Bar 

 

Test that the navigation bar in the index screen has the elements and behavior specified 
in the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the index screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I09 
 

Test 56: Index Screen – Navigation Bar. 
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TEST 
ID: T_S_31 

Index Screen – Index 
 

Test that the index in the index screen has the elements and behavior specified in the 
source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the index screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I10 
 

Test 57: Index Screen – Book. 

 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_32 
Content Screen – Navigation Bar 

 

Test that the navigation bar in the content screen has the elements and behavior 
specified in the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the content screen. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I11 
 

Test 58: Content Screen – Navigation Bar. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_33 
Content Screen – Coursebook Navigation Menu 

 

Test that the coursebook navigation menu has the elements and behavior specified in 
the source requirement. 
 
Manual inspection 
Preconditions: 
- The system must be displaying the content screen for a book with at least two units 
downloaded. 
Inputs: 
- User actions. 
Outputs: 
- GUI responses. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I12 
 

Test 59: Content Screen – Coursebook navigation menu. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_34 
Content Screen – Content view – Resource View 

 

Test that the method loading the content creates the proper view for each concept, 
section or resource. 
Inputs: 
- Concept, section or resource. 
Operations: 
- Check that the created view correspond to the input: 
 · Label for concept or section. 
 · Proper resource view for resource, according to the resource type. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I13 
 

Test 60: Content Screen – Content View – Resource View. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_35 
Resource view – Text view 

 

Test that the web view has the elements specified in the source requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Web view. 
- Text. 
Operations: 
- Check that the web view content is the text content. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I14 
 

Test 61: Resource view – Text. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_36 
Resource view – Link View 01 

 

Test that the link view has the elements specified in the source requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Link view. 
- Link. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I15 
 

Test 62: Resource View – Link View 01. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_37 
Resource view – Link View 02 

 

Test that the link view behaves as expected. 
Inputs: 
- Link view. 
Operations: 
- Check that opens the link’s URL in the default web browser when the follow link 
action is triggered. 
- Check that shows the link info dropdown view when the show info action is 
triggered. 
- Check that hides the link info dropdown view when the hide info action is triggered. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I15 
 

Test 63: Resource View – Link View 02. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_38 
Resource view – Image View 01 

 

Test that the image view has the elements specified in the source requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Image view. 
- Image. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I16 
 

Test 64: Resource View – Image View 01. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_39 
Resource view – Image View 02 

 

Test that the image view behaves as expected. 
Inputs: 
- Image view. 
Operations: 
- Check that tapping over the image shows the enlarged image. 
- Check that tapping outside the enlarged image (or in the ‘X’ button in case the image 
fills the screen) restores the image view. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I16 
 

Test 65: Resource View – Image View 02. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_40 
Resource view – Step-By-Step View 01 

 

Test that the step-by-step view has the elements specified in the source requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Step-by-step view. 
- Step-by-step. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I17 
 

Test 66: Resource View – Step-by-Step View 01. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_41 
Resource view – Step-By-Step View 02 

 

Test that the step-by-step view behaves as expected. 
Inputs: 
- Step-by-step view. 
Operations: 
- Check that scrolls both the carousel and the thumbnail gallery to the next step when 
the next button action is triggered. 
- Check that scrolls both the carousel and the thumbnail gallery to the prior step when 
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the prior button action is triggered. 
- Check that scrolls the steps in both the carousel and the thumbnail gallery when a 
dragging action is detected over the carousel. 
- Check that scrolls the steps in both the carousel and the thumbnail gallery when a 
dragging action is detected over the thumbnail gallery. 
- Check that enlarges an image when the image is tapped. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I17 
 

Test 67: Resource View – Step-by-Step View 02. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_42 
Resource view – Chronology View 

 

Test that the chronology view has the elements specified in the source requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Chronology view. 
- Chronology. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I18 
 

Test 68: Resource View – Chronology View. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_43 
Resource view – Concept Card View 

 

Test that the concept card view has the elements specified in the source requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Concept card view. 
- Concept card. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I19 
 

Test 69: Resource View – Concept Card View. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_44 
Resource view – Procedure View 01 

 

Test that the procedure view has the elements specified in the source requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Procedure view. 
- Procedure. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I20 
 

Test 70: Resource View – Procedure View 01. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_45 
Resource view – Procedure View 02 

 

Test that the procedure view behaves as expected. 
Inputs: 
- Procedure view. 
Operations: 
- Check that scrolls to the next step when the next button action is triggered. 
- Check that scrolls to the prior step when the prior button action is triggered. 
- Check that scrolls the steps when a dragging action is detected. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I20 
 

Test 71: Resource View – Procedure View 02. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_46 
Resource view – Concept Map View 01 

 

Test that the concept map view has the elements described in the source requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Concept map view. 
- Concept map. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I21 
 

Test 72: Resource View – Concept Map View 01. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_47 
Resource view – Concept Map View 02 

 

Test that the concept map view behaves as expected. 
Inputs: 
A- Concept map (Unit map). 
B- Concept map (Epigraph map) 
Operations: 
A- Check that navigates to the proper epigraph when an epigraph is selected. 
B- Check that navigates to the proper concept when a concept is selected. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I21 
 

Test 73: Resource View – Concept Map View 02. 

 
TEST CASE 

ID: T_S_48 
Resource view – Podcast View 01 

 

Test that the embedded activities view has the elements described in the source 
requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Podcast view. 
- Podcast. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I22 
 

Test 74: Resource View – Podcast View 01. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_49 
Resource view – Podcast View 02 

 

Test that the podcast view behaves as expected. 
Inputs: 
- Podcast view. 
Operations: 
- Check that plays the audio when the play action is triggered. 
- Check that pauses the audio when the pause action is triggered. 
- Check that the slider progress advance with the audio playback. 
- Check that the slider is set to 0 again and the button to play when the audio playback 
finishes. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I22 
 

Test 75: Resource View – Podcast View 02. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_50 
Resource view – Embedded Activities View 01 

 

Test that the embedded activities view has the elements described in the source 
requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Embedded activities view. 
- Embedded activities. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I23 
 

Test 76: Resource View – Embedded Activities View 01. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_51 
Resource view – Embedded Activities View 02 

 

Test that the embedded activities view behaves as expected. 
Inputs: 
- Embedded activities view. 
Operations: 
- Check that shows the alert when an activity is selected. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I23 
 

Test 77: Resource View – Embedded Activities View 02. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_S_52 
Resource view – Extension View 01 

 

Test that the extension view has the elements described in the source requirement. 
Inputs: 
- Extension view. 
- Extension. 
Operations: 
- Check that the elements exists with the proper data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I24 
 

Test 78: Resource View – Extension View 01. 
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TEST 

ID: T_S_53 
Resource view – Extension View 02 

 

Test that the extension view behaves as expected. 
Inputs: 
- Extension view. 
Operations: 
- Check that shows the extended view when the show action is triggered. 
- Check that hides the extended view when the hide action is triggered. 
 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: System     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SR_L3_I24 
 

Test 79: Resource View – Extension View 02. 

4.4 Integration Tests 

The integration tests help joining the different subcomponents step by step. They 
perform operations using more than one module verifying the interfaces and cooperation, 

validating requirements from section 3.3.3 Subsystems 
requirements. They won’t use the GUI, but can modify the DB.  

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_01 
Log in 

 

Test that the system does the log in. 
Input:  
- Username and password. 
- Expected session data. 
Operations:  
- Check that sends message to send a Logon request and parse and store the received 
session xml data. 
- Compare the stored session data with the expected session data. 
Outputs: 
- Operations Result. 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F01 
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Test 80: Log in. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_02 
Download user info 

 

Test that the system downloads the user info. 
Input:  
- Session id. 
- Expected user info data. 
Operations:  
- Check that sends messages to send a GetUserInfo request and parse and store the 
received user info xml data. 
- Compare the stored user info data with the expected user info data. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F02 
 

Test 81: Download user info. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_03 
Download user’s lectures 

 

Test that the system downloads the user’s lectures. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, starting date. 
- Expected lectures. 
Operations:  
- Check that sends message to send a GetHorariosByAlumnoFromDate request and 
parse and store the received lectures xml data. 
- Compare the stored lectures with the expected lectures. 
Outputs:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F03 
 

Test 82: Download user lectures. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_04 
Download user’s events 

 

Test that the system downloads the user’s events. 
Input:  
- Session id, starting date. 
- Expected events. 
Operations:  
- Check that sends messages to send a GetEventosAgendaFromDate request and parse 
and store the received events xml data. 
- Compare the downloaded events with the expected events. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F04 
 

Test 83: Download user events. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_05 
Download user’s tasks 

 

Test that the system downloads the user’s tasks. 
Input:  
- Session id, starting date. 
- Expected activities. 
Operations:  
- Check that sends messages to send a GetActividadesAsignadasFromDate2 request 
and parse and store the received prescribed activities xml data. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected activities. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F05 
 

Test 84: Download user tasks. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_06 
Download user’s messages 

 

Test that the system downloads the user’s messages. 
Input:  
- Session id, starting date. 
- Expected messages. 
Operations:  
- Check that sends messages to send a GetMessagesFromDate request and parse and 
store the received messages xml data. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected messages. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F06 
 

Test 85: Download user messages. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_07 
Download user’s messages recipients 

 

Tests that the system downloads the user’s messages recipients. 
Input:  
- Session id. 
- Expected messages recipients. 
Operations: 
- Perform the download. 
- Check that the operation result is ok. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected messages recipients. 
Output: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F07 
 

Test 86: Download user messages recipients. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_08 
Download coursebooks indexes 

 

Tests that the system downloads the indexes of the user’s coursebooks. 
Input:  
- Session id, starting date. 
- Expected coursebooks (with units, epigraphs, concepts, sections, workshops, 
workshop sections and activities). 
Operations: 
- Perform the download. 
- Check that the operation result is ok. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected coursebooks data. 
Output: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F08 
 

Test 87: Download coursebooks indexes. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_09 
Download unit content 

 

Tests that the system downloads the content of a unit. 
Input:  
- Session id, unit id. 
- Expected unit contents. 
Operations: 
- Perform the download. 
- Check that the operation result is ok. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected unit content. 
Output: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F09 
 

Test 88: Download unit content. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_10 
Download resource content 

 

Tests that the system downloads the content of a resource. 
Input:  
- Session id, resource id, resource type. 
- Expected resource contents. 
Operations: 
- Perform the download. 
- Check that the operation result is ok. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected resource contents. 
Output: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F10 
 

Test 89: Download resource content. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_11 
Download binary file 

 

Tests that the system downloads a binary file. 
Input:  
- Session id, resource id, resource type. 
- Expected file. 
Operations: 
- Perform the download. 
- Check that the operation result is ok. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected file. 
Output: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F11 
 

Test 90: Download binary file. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_12 
Download book cover file 

 

Tests that the system downloads a coursebook cover. 
Input:  
- Session id, student’s coursebook id. 
- Expected file. 
Operations: 
- Perform the download. 
- Check that the operation result is ok. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected file. 
Output: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F12 
 

Test 91: Download binary file. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_13 
Download modified units. 

 

Tests that the system downloads the modified units. 
Input:  
- Session id, date. 
- Expected modified units. 
Operations: 
- Perform the download. 
- Check that the operation result is ok. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected modified units. 
Output: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F13 
 

Test 92: Download modified units. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_14 
Download modified resources. 

 

Tests that the system downloads the modified resources. 
Input:  
- Session id, date. 
- Expected modified resources. 
Operations: 
- Perform the download. 
- Check that the operation result is ok. 
- Compare the downloaded with the expected modified resources. 
Output: 
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_DC_F14 
 

Test 93: Download modified units. 
 

TEST 
ID: T_I_15 

Send request to log in 
 

Test that the system can send the request for log in. 
Inputs:  
- Username and password. 
- Login xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F01 
 

Test 94: Send Request to log in. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_16 
Send request for user info 

 

Test that the system can send the request for user info. 
Inputs:  
- Session id. 
- User info xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F02 
 

Test 95: Send request for user info. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_17 
Send request for lectures from date 

 

Test that the system can send the request for lectures from date. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, date. 
- Lectures xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F03 
 

Test 96: Send request for lectures from date. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_18 
Send request for events from date 

 

Test that the system can send the request for events from date. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, date. 
- Events xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F04 
 

Test 97: Send request for events from date. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_19 
Send request for tasks from date 

 

Test that the system can send the request for tasks from date. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, date. 
- Tasks xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Result of comparison. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F05 
 

Test 98: Send request for tasks from date. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_20 
Send request for messages from date 

 

Test that the system can send the request for messages from date. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, date. 
- Messages xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F06 
 

Test 99: Send request for messages from date. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_21 
Send request for message recipients 

 

Test that the system can send the request for message recipients. 
Inputs:  
- Session id. 
- Message recipients xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F07 
 

Test 100: Send request for message recipients from date. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_22 
Send request for coursebook indexes 

 

Test that the system can send the request for coursebook indexes. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, date. 
- Coursebook indexes xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F08 
 

Test 101: Send request for coursebook indexes. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_23 
Send request for unit content 

 

Test that the system can send the request for unit content. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, unit id. 
- Unit content xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F09 
 

Test 102: Send request for unit content. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_24 
Send request for resource content 

 

Test that the system can send the request for resource content. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, resource id and resource type. 
- Resource content xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F10 
 

Test 103: Send request for resource content. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_25 
Send request for binary file 

 

Test that the system can send the request for a binary file. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, resource id, resource type. 
- Binary file xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F11 
 

Test 104: Send request for binary file. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_26 
Send request for book cover 

 

Test that the system can send the request for a book cover. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, student’s book id. 
- Book cover xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F12 
 

Test 105: Send request for book cover. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_27 
Send request for modified units 

 

Test that the system can send the request for modified resources. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, date. 
- Modified units xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F13 
 

Test 106: Send request for modified units. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_28 
Send request for modified resources 

 

Test that the system can send the request for modified resources. 
Inputs:  
- Session id, date. 
- Modified resources xml data. 
Operations: 
- Send the request. 
- Compare the received data with the input data . 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ WS _F14 
 

Test 107: Send request for modified resources. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_29 
Parse login xml 

 

Test that the system can parse the login xml. 
Inputs:  
- Login xml data. 
- User. 
Operations: 
- Parse the user xml. 
- Compare the obtained with the input user. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F01 
 

Test 108: Parse login xml. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_30 
Parse user info xml 

 

Test that the system can parse the user info xml. 
Inputs:  
- User info xml data. 
- User. 
Operations: 
- Parse the user info xml. 
- Compare the obtained with the input user. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Proposed Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F02 
 

Test 109: Parse user info xml. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_31 
Parse lectures xml 

 

Test that the system can parse the lectures xml. 
Inputs:  
- Lectures xml data. 
- Array of lectures. 
Operations: 
- Parse the lectures xml. 
- Compare the obtained with the input lectures. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F03 
 

Test 110: Parse lectures xml. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_32 
Parse events xml 

 

Test that the system can parse the events xml. 
Inputs:  
- Events xml data. 
- Array of events. 
Operations: 
- Parse the events xml. 
- Compare the obtained with the input events. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Proposed Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F04 
 

Test 111: Parse events xml. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_33 
Parse tasks xml 

 

Test that the system can parse the tasks xml. 
Inputs:  
- Tasks xml data. 
- Array of tasks. 
Operations: 
- Parse the tasks xml. 
- Compare the obtained with the input tasks. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F05 
 

Test 112: Parse tasks xml. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_34 
Parse messages xml 

 

Test that the system can parse the messages xml. 
Inputs:  
- Messages xml data. 
- Array of messages. 
Operations: 
- Parse the messages xml. 
- Compare the obtained with the input messages. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F06 
 

Test 113: Parse messages xml. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_35 
Parse message recipients 

 

Test that the system can parse the message recipients xml. 
Inputs:  
- Message recipients xml data. 
- Array of message recipients. 
Operations: 
- Parse the message recipients xml. 
- Compare the obtained with the input message recipients. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F07 
 

Test 114: Parse message recipients xml. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_36 
Parse coursebook indexes xml 

 

Test that the system can parse the coursebook indexes xml. 
Inputs:  
- Coursebook indexes xml data. 
- Array of coursebooks with their covers, units, epigraphs, concepts, sections, 
workshops and workshop sections. 
- Array of activities. 
Operations: 
- Parse the coursebook indexes xml. 
- Compare the obtained with the input coursebooks and covers, units, epigraphs, 
concepts, sections, workshops and workshop section. 
- Compare the obtained with the input activities. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F08 
 

Test 115: Parse coursebook indexes xml. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_37 
Parse unit content 

 

Test that the system can parse the unit content xml. 
Inputs:  
- Unit content xml data. 
- Array of concepts, sections and workshop sections. 
- Array of resources. 
Operations: 
- Parse the unit content xml. 
- Compare the obtained with the input concepts, sections and workshop sections. 
- Compare the obtained with the input resources. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F09 
 

Test 116: Parse unit content. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_38 
Parse resource content xml 

 

Test that the system can parse the resource content xml. 
Inputs:  
- Resource content xml data. 
- Resource. 
Operations: 
- Parse the resource content. 
- Compare the obtained resource with the input resource. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F10 
 

Test 117: Parse resource content xml. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_39 
Parse binary file xml 

 

Test that the system can parse a binary file xml. 
Inputs:  
- Binary file xml data. 
- Binary file decoded data. 
Operations: 
- Parse the binary file xml data. 
- Compare the obtained decoded data with the input decoded data. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F11 
 

Test 118: Parse binary file xml. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_40 
Parse book cover xml 

 

Test that the system can parse a book cover xml. 
Inputs:  
- Book cover xml data. 
- Book cover decoded data. 
Operations: 
- Parse the book cover xml data. 
- Compare the obtained book cover decoded data with the input data. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F12 
 

Test 119: Parse book cover xml. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_41 
Parse modified units 

 

Test that the system can parse the modified units xml. 
Inputs:  
- Modified units xml data. 
- Array of modified unit ids. 
Operations: 
- Parse the modified units. 
- Compare the obtained unit id’s with the input unit id’s. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F13 
 

Test 120: Parse modified units xml. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_42 
Parse modified resources xml 

 

Test that the system can parse the modified resources xml. 
Inputs:  
- Modified resources xml data. 
- Array of modified resource ids. 
Operations: 
- Parse the modified resources. 
- Compare the obtained resource id’s with the input resource id’s. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ P _F14 
 

Test 121: Parse modified resources xml. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_43 
Store user 

 

Test that the system can store the user data. 
Inputs:  
- User. 
Operations: 
- Store the user. 
- Read the user. 
- Compare the input with the obtained user. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F01 
 

Test 122: Store user. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_44 
Store lecture 

 

Test that the system can store a lecture. 
Inputs:  
- Lecture. 
Operations: 
- Store the lecture. 
- Read the lecture from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained lecture. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F02 
 

Test 123: Store lecture. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_45 
Store Event 

 

Test that the system can store an event. 
Inputs:  
- Event. 
Operations: 
- Store the event. 
- Read the event from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained event. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F03 
 

Test 124: Store event. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_46 
Store Activity 

 

Test that the system can store an activity. 
Inputs:  
- Activity. 
Operations: 
- Store the activity. 
- Read the activity from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained activity. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F04 
 

Test 125: Store activity. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_47 
Store Message 

 

Test that the system can store a message. 
Inputs:  
- Message. 
Operations: 
- Store the message. 
- Read the message from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained message. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F05 
 

Test 126: Store message. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_48 
Store Message Recipient 

 

Test that the system can store a message recipient. 
Inputs:  
- Message recipient. 
Operations: 
- Store the message recipient. 
- Read the message recipient from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained message recipient. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F06 
 

Test 127: Store message recipient. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_49 
Store Coursebook 

 

Test that the system can store a coursebook. 
Inputs:  
- Coursebook. 
Operations: 
- Store the coursebook. 
- Read the coursebook from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained coursebook. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F07 
 

Test 128: Store coursebook. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_50 
Store Unit 

 

Test that the system can store a unit. 
Inputs:  
- Unit. 
Operations: 
- Store the unit. 
- Read the unit from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained unit. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F08 
 

Test 129: Store unit. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_51 
Store Epigraph 

 

Test that the system can store an epigraph. 
Inputs:  
- Epigraph. 
Operations: 
- Store the epigraph. 
- Read the epigraph from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained epigraph. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F09 
 

Test 130: Store epigraph. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_52 
Store Concept 

 

Test that the system can store a concept. 
Inputs:  
- Concept. 
Operations: 
- Store the concept. 
- Read the concept from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained concept. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F10 
 

Test 131: Store concept. 

 
TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_53 
Store Section 

 

Test that the system can store a section. 
Inputs:  
- Section. 
Operations: 
- Store the section. 
Output:  
- Operation result. 
- Manual validation of the stored section. 
 
 

Kind: Component     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F11 
 

Test 132: Store section. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_54 
Store Workshop 

 

Test that the system can store a workshop. 
Inputs:  
- Workshop. 
Operations: 
- Store the workshop. 
- Read the workshop from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained workshop. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F12 
 

Test 133: Store workshop. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_55 
Store workshop section 

 

Test that the system can store a workshop section. 
Inputs:  
- Workshop section. 
Operations: 
- Store the workshop section. 
- Read the workshop section from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained workshop section. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F13 
 

Test 134: Store workshop section. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_56 
Store resource 

 

Test that the system can store a resource. 
Inputs:  
- Resource. 
Operations: 
- Store the resource. 
- Read the resource from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained resource. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F14 
 

Test 135: Store resource. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_57 
Store link 

 

Test that the system can store a link. 
Inputs:  
- Link. 
Operations: 
- Store the link. 
- Read the link from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained link. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F15 
 

Test 136: Store link. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_58 
Store image (Tagged image) 

 

Test that the system can store an image or tagged image resource. 
Inputs:  
- Image or tagged image. 
Operations: 
- Store the image. 
- Read the image from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained image. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F16 
 

Test 137: Store image (Tagged image). 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_59 
Store step-by-step (Carousel) 

 

Test that the system can store a step-by-step or carousel. 
Inputs:  
- Step-by-step or carousel. 
Operations: 
- Store the step-by-step. 
- Read the step-by-step from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained step-by-step. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F17 
 

Test 138: Store step-by-step (Carousel). 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_60 
Store step 

 

Test that the system can store a step-by-step’s or carousel’s step. 
Inputs:  
- Step. 
Operations: 
- Store the step. 
- Read the step from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained step. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F18 
 

Test 139: Store step. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_61 
Store chronology 

 

Test that the system can store a chronology. 
Inputs:  
- Chronology. 
Operations: 
- Store the chronology. 
- Read the chronology from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained chronology. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F19 
 

Test 140: Store chronology. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_62 
Store chronology stage 

 

Test that the system can store a chronology stage. 
Inputs:  
- Chronology stage. 
Operations: 
- Store the chronology stage. 
- Read the chronology stage from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained chronology stage. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F20 
 

Test 141: Store chronology stage. 

 
TEST 

ID: T_I_63 
Store concept card 

 

Test that the system can store a concept card. 
Inputs:  
- Concept card. 
Operations: 
- Store the concept card. 
- Read the concept card from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained concept card. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F21 
 

Test 142: Store concept card. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_64 
Store concept card category 

 

Test that the system can store a concept card category. 
Inputs:  
- Concept card category. 
Operations: 
- Store the concept card category. 
- Read the concept card category from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained concept card category. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F22 
 

Test 143: Store concept card category. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_65 
Store concept card cell 

 

Test that the system can store a concept card cell. 
Inputs:  
- Concept card cell. 
Operations: 
- Store the concept card cell. 
- Read the concept card cell from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained concept card cell. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F23 
 

Test 144: Store concept card cell. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_66 
Store Procedure 

 

Test that the system can store a procedure. 
Inputs:  
- Procedure. 
Operations: 
- Store the procedure. 
- Read the procedure from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained procedure. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F24 
 

Test 145: Store procedure. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_67 
Store procedure step 

 

Test that the system can store a procedure step. 
Inputs:  
- Procedure step. 
Operations: 
- Store the step. 
- Read the step from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained step. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F25 
 

Test 146: Store procedure step. 
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TEST 

ID: T_I_68 
Store concept map node 

 

Test that the system can store a concept map node. 
Inputs:  
- Concept map node. 
Operations: 
- Store the concept map node. 
- Read the concept map node from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained node. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F26 
 

Test 147: Store concept map node. 

	  
TEST 

ID: T_I_69 
Store podcast 

 

Test that the system can store a podcast. 
Inputs:  
- Podcast. 
Operations: 
- Store the podcast. 
- Read the podcast from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained podcast. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F27 
 

Test 148: Store podcast. 
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TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_70 
Store Embedded Activities Block 

 

Test that the system can store an embedded activities block. 
Inputs:  
- Embedded activities block. 
Operations: 
- Store the embedded activities block. 
- Read the embedded activities block from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained embedded activities block. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F28 
 

Test 149: Store embedded activities block. 

 
TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_71 
Store embedded activity 

 

Test that the system can store an embedded activity. 
Inputs:  
- Embedded activity. 
Operations: 
- Store the embedded activity. 
- Read the embedded activity from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained embedded activity. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F29 
 

Test 150: Store embedded activity. 
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TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_72 
Store extension 

 

Test that the system can store an extension. 
Inputs:  
- Extension. 
Operations: 
- Store the extension. 
- Read the extension from the database. 
- Compare the input with the obtained extension. 
Output:  
- Operations result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F30 
 

Test 151: Store extension. 

 
TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_73 
Store binary file 

 

Test that the system can store a binary file. 
Inputs:  
- Binary data, filename. 
Operations: 
- Store the binary file. 
- Read the binary file. 
- Compare the input binary data and name with the binary file read. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F31 
 

Test 152: Store binary file. 
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TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_74 
Get user 

 

Test that the system can get the user data from the PLIST file. 
Preconditions: 
- User data stored in the PLIST file. 
Inputs:  
- User. 
Operations: 
- Get the user. 
- Compare the obtained user with the input user. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F32 
 

Test 153: Get user. 

 
TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_75 
Get lectures for date 

 

Test that the system can get from the database* the lectures for a given date. 
Preconditions: 
- Lectures stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Date. 
- Lectures. 
Operations: 
- Get the lectures for the epigraph. 
- Compare the obtained lectures with the input lectures. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F33 
 
 

Test 154: Get lectures for date. 
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TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_76 
Get Event Between Dates 

 

Test that the system can get from the database* the events between two given dates. 
Preconditions: 
- Events stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Date 1, date 2. 
- Events. 
Operations: 
- Get the events between date 1 and date 2. 
- Compare the obtained events with the input events. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F34 
 
 

Test 155: Get events between dates. 

 
TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_77 
Get Prescribed Activities 

 

Test that the system can get the prescribed activities from the database. 
Preconditions: 
- Activities stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Activities. 
Operations: 
- Get the prescribed activities. 
- Compare the obtained activities with the input activities. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F35 
 

Test 156: Get Prescribed Activities. 
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TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_78 
Get Activity 

 

Test that the system can get an activity from the database. 
Preconditions: 
- Activity stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Activity id. 
- Activity. 
Operations: 
- Get the activity for the activity id. 
- Compare the obtained activity with the input activity. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F36 
 

Test 157: Get Activity. 

	  
TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_79 
Get activities for epigraph 

 

Test that the system can get from the database the activities in a given epigraph. 
Preconditions: 
- Epigraph stored in the database. 
- Activities stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Epigraph id. 
- Activities. 
Operations: 
- Get the activities for the epigraph. 
- Compare the obtained activities with the input activities. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F37 
 

Test 158: Get activities for epigraph. 
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TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_80 
Get Messages for state 

 

Test that the system can get the messages from the database. 
Preconditions: 
- Messages stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Messages. 
Operations: 
- Get the messages. 
- Compare the obtained messages with the input messages. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F38 
 

Test 159: Get messages for state. 

	  
TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_81 
Get Coursebooks 

 

Test that the system can get from the database the coursebooks. 
 
Preconditions: 
- Coursebooks stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Coursebooks. 
Operations: 
- Get the coursebooks. 
- Compare the obtained coursebooks with the input coursebooks. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F39 
 

Test 160: Get coursebooks. 
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TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_82 
Load units for coursebook 

 

Test that the system can load from the database the units of a coursebook. 
 
Preconditions: 
- Coursebook stored in the database. 
- Units stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Coursebook. 
- Coursebook units. 
Operations: 
- Load the coursebook units. 
- Compare the obtained units with the input units. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F40 
 

Test 161: Load units for coursebook. 

	  
TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_83 
Load epigraphs for unit 

 

Test that the system can load from the database the epigraphs of a unit. 
 
Preconditions: 
- Unit stored in the database. 
- Epigraphs stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Unit. 
- Unit’s epigraphs. 
Operations: 
- Load the unit’s epigraphs. 
- Compare the obtained epigraphs with the input epigraphs. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F41 
 

Test 162: Load epigraphs for unit. 
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TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_84 
Load concepts for epigraph 

 

Test that the system can load from the database the concepts of an epigraph. 
 
Preconditions: 
- Epigraph stored in the database. 
- Concepts stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Epigraph. 
- Epigraph’s concepts. 
Operations: 
- Load the epigraph’s concepts. 
- Compare the obtained concepts with the input concepts. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F42 
 

Test 163: Load concepts for epigraph. 

	  
TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_85 
Load sections for concept 

 

Test that the system can load from the database the sections of a concept. 
 
Preconditions: 
- Concept stored in the database. 
- Sections stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Concept. 
- Concept’s sections. 
Operations: 
- Load the concept’s sections. 
- Compare the obtained sections with the input sections. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F43 
 

Test 164: Load sections for concept. 
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TEST CASE 

ID: T_I_86 
Get resource 

 

Test that the system can get a resource from the database. 
Preconditions: 
- Resource stored in the database. 
Inputs:  
- Resource name, type and unit id. 
- Resource. 
Operations: 
- Get resource. 
- Compare obtained resource with input resource. 
Output:  
- Operations Result. 
 
 

Kind: Integration     
Status: Accepted Modified: 29-Oct-13 Created: 20-May-13 
Related Requirements: SSR_ PD _F44 
 

Test 165: Get resource. 

 

4.5 Unit Tests 

The goal of this section is to explain how was the TDD conducted and the tools 
used to create and run the unit tests. The unit tests are included in the app code. 

 
TDD requires the developers to constantly create tests for each piece of code. The 

implementation process following TDD consists of the following steps: 
 

- Create an empty implementation of the method. 
- Knowing what is expected of the method (before it is coded), create one or more 

tests that validate those expectations. 
- Run the tests and check that they fail, as the method does nothing at the moment. 
- Create the minimum code necessary for the tests to pass. 
- Run the tests and check that they pass. 
 
There can be complex methods that may require to repeat the steps more than once, 

adding new functionality to the method each time. 
 
There were two available libraries to carry out the unit testing: sentesting kit and 

GHUnit. The first one is provided by default in Xcode. The last version of Xcode 
included some major improvements that make sentesting kit a better option now, but 
unfortunately, the choice was made before the modifications came out. Anyway, GHUnit 
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is a more powerful and complete library for unit testing, with the only weakness that it 
needs to compile and run as an app (it consumes time, which it is unnecessary using 
Sentesting kit).  

 

 
Illustration 17: Idea Unit Tests app with GHUnit. 

 
On the other hand, GHUnit running as an app has the advantage of a clear GUI for 

the developer to see in real time the progress on the tests and clearly highlight the failed 
tests. It shows the tests organized by classes, with the name of the test, the computing 
time for each one and the result. The Illustration 18 shows the interface with some unit 
tests. 
 

 
Illustration 18: GHUnit GUI, all tests view. 

 
By tapping on any test in the table, the developer can see a detailed view with 

additional information about the test. This is particularly useful to check what exactly is 
happening in a failed test. 
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4.6 Performance tests 

Apple’s suite for iOS development includes the Instruments tools for performance 
profiling. As part of the requirements, some memory restrictions where established, as it 
is convenient to efficiently manage memory in order to avoid the OS from killing the app.  

 
To test the memory usage, the Instruments tools offer an option to check in real 

time the allocated memory during the execution on the device (or the simulator, thus the 
result may not be the same). Illustration 19 to Illustration 22 show an execution 
supervised with the allocations tool. 

 

 
Illustration 19: Memory Profile. Screenshot 1. 

 
 As it appears in Illustration 19, since the beginning of the execution the allocated 

memory increases to 27 MB approximately. This is the app loading the main screen with 
the agenda and books. If a book is selected, the app loads the index and the amount of 
allocated memory increases a little. Going back to the main screen frees most of the space 
taken, as it is shown in Illustration 20. 

 

 
Illustration 20: Memory Profile. Screenshot 2. 

 Illustration 21 displays what happens when a book is selected an a page full of 
content and multimedia elements is loaded. The allocations doubled and then, the 
memory is recovered when the main screen is selected again. 
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Illustration 21: Memory Profile. Screenshot 3. 

 
Note that in the Illustration 23 the allocated memory is 28MB, and it is 35MB in 

Illustration 24. This occurs because the new ARC technology in iOS controls how and 
when the objects are deallocated. In the Illustration 25 this amount is about 34 MB, which 
is even less than before, considering that the same process loading book contents has 
been performed again. There are some amounts of memory that the system is not going to 
free on it’s own until it needs to. The risk appears when this, apparently lost, memory 
keeps rising just by looping over the same actions. 

 
 

 
Illustration 22: Memory Profile. Screenshot 4. 
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Chapter 5 

Closure 

This chapter is the closure of the document. It presents the results of the project, 
together with some thoughts about the future work and the conclusions drawn from the 
experience.  

5.1 Current version 

This section presents the version of the App that has been developed. The 
implementation meets the main goals outlined in 1.2 Goals, which established that the 
application should: 

 
- Allow a student to log in and see his agenda information, consisting of lectures, 

events, tasks and messages. 
- Allow a student to read and interact with the multimedia contents of any course 

book in the student’s collection. 
 
Also the design of the GUI and functionalities follows perfectly the iDEA’s Android 

App design. 
 

To support the prior statements and properly show the results, it is presented the 
following illustrated walkthrough. 
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iDEA’s iPad App Walkthrough 
 
 When the user launches the app for the first time, he is asked to log in through the 
log in screen shown in Illustration 23. There the user enters his username and password to 
log in. 
 

 
Illustration 23: iDEA's iPad App, login screenshot. 

 
 Once the login is performed, the app downloads the user’s data before it displays 
the desktop screen, where the agenda information is presented. There the user can see his 
lectures, events, tasks and messages.  
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Illustration 24: iDEA's iPad App, events screenshot. 

 
Illustration 24 shows the desktop screen. It displays the timetable with the lectures 

on the left side, the user info and a navigation bar on top, the agenda panel (which is in 
this case presenting the events) and the coursebooks in a 3D carousel. Illustration 25 and 
Illustration 26 exhibit the tasks and messages in the desktop screen, respectively. 
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Illustration 25: iDEA's iPad App, tasks screenshot. 
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Illustration 26: iDEA's iPad App, messages screenshot. 

 
 
After selecting a coursebook in the carousel, the index screen shown in Illustration 

27 is loaded. The index screen allows to see the book index of units and epigraphs, 
download or delete a unit and access the contents by selecting an epigraph. 
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Illustration 27: iDEA's iPad App, index screenshot. 

 
From Illustration 28 to Illustration 30, different screenshots of the content screen are 

presented, displaying the quick navigation elements and multimedia contents of the book. 
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Illustration 28: iDEA's iPad App, content screenshot 1. 
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Illustration 29: iDEA's iPad App, content screenshot 2. 
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Illustration 30: iDEA's iPad App, content screenshot 3. 
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5.2 Future work 

With the job done, it’s time to evaluate what is still to be done. As it has been said 
previously in this document, the implemented app is a basic version with just the main 
functionalities. The section 2.2 The iDEA Project provides a good image of what is yet 
to be done: teacher’s and parent’s features, activities, complete agenda functionalities 
(create events, send messages), bank of resources, whiteboard and notebook, etc. 

 
In other lines of development, I would seriously consider the inclusion of some of the 

features found in the other educational platforms analyzed in section 2.1.3 Projects 
introducing tablets in school. I think it’s specially interesting for 
the teacher, who is leading a lecture in a classroom full of tablets, to have some control 
over the student’s devices so they can’t be distracted: tool to block student’s tablets, real 
time monitoring, etc. 

 
Additionally, I offer some ideas to improve or address some flaws that I’ve found  in 

the application design: 
 
DATE PICKER BADLY LOCATED 
 

The calendar date picker in the agenda (Desktop screen) filters only the lectures in 
the timetable. The events, tasks and messages have their own filters, though the date 
picker is located in the GUI besides the events tasks and messages. I suggest removing 
this feature (it’s not available in the web application, Illustration 31) or relocating the date 
picker to the timetable side. 
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Illustration 31: iDEA mobile app, date picker design fail. 

 
UNIT MANAGEMENT 
 

The course book data download is organized by units. To manage the units the only 
way to proceed is through the index screen. That is not a problem to download units, but 
if a user needs to free disk space, deleting a lot units, he has to go book by book looking 
for stored units to delete. I suggest to include a screen to manage the units. 

 
This screen could provide a list (with multiple filters) showing all the units in disk 

and some information like size or use stats (last use, prescribed activities in the unit, etc.) 
could make it much faster and easier. Also it would be easy to include an option to delete 
all the units in a book. 

 
Additionally, it has been observed (both in the android app and the implemented iOS 

app) that simultaneous downloads are too expensive in terms of resources. So this screen 
could include a queue with the units to be downloaded, allowing the user to select many 
units for the queue. I would also include the option to download all the units in a book, all 
the units with prescribed activities, etc. 
 
LOGIN TOO LONG 
 

When a user opens the app for the first time and logs in, the login and initial data 
download can take too long. There is nothing to do about the time but, as it only happens 
on the first access and it’s common in mobile app design to offer a short tutorial for a 
new user, I propose to harness that time by displaying a tutorial through a carousel of 
images and some text. 

5.3 Conclusions 
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In this section I will present, briefly, my personal conclusions, which include the 
technologies used, the development processes and the product. The realization of this 
project has been, from all this perspectives, rewarding. 

 
First of all, about the technologies used, I’ve learned a lot about iOS Development, 

the tools (Xcode, Instruments) and language (Objective-C). This is satisfying as I was the 
one who insisted on doing an iOS App project, for personal interest.  

 
I have struggled with the language, it’s libraries and tools. As I plunged deep into 

the intricacies of third-party components I used to save time and reuse code, I have 
realized how important it is to make a good design (well modulated, with clear and 
complete interfaces, etc.). I’ve found many view components, sold as fully customizable, 
lacking any interface to change its appearance (colors, fonts, backgrounds). 

 
Probably one of the revelations of this project development has been the TDD. I 

had never done that before and I can say now that I like it. From my experience, I think it 
is very useful to keep everything under control, code just what you need and provide a set 
of regression tests that will tell you when you break something in the code (something 
even more important when you are part of a team).  

 
About unit test programming, I must say it is something that needs expertise to be 

productive. There are many tests very simple to code, specially those where the method 
has clear inputs and outputs and validating those is enough. But to test every line in the 
code may not be worth. I’ve found myself coding advanced unit tests where I had to 
create mock objects to test that the method was sending it a message with specific 
parameters. Doing those kind of things require more time and training, and time is 
something too valuable to spend without having a clear mind about it being profitable.  

 
Bryan Marick, a software agile developer and testing specialist, said that some 

integration tests doesn’t require the hole subsystem implemented and could be performed 
before the whole subsystem is available, making some of those complex unitary tests 
unnecessary [C4]. He asks the audience, how long would it take to debug a fail in one of 
those integration tests to find the faulty unit compared to the time it takes to code a 
difficult unit test? With his approach testing integration is done as soon as possible, and 
he proposes to do exactly the same with system tests. 

 
On the product, I have to say that developing for education is inspiring. Not only 

because it is something helpful for society, but because it is now a challenge for 
development, a leading field that is evolving to adapt the new technologies. The research 
on the matter has been a very interesting process where I have been able to see multiple 
solutions from different companies, and each one has some unique features that together 
could make the perfect solution. 
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Annex 

A ) Glossary of terms 

Acceptance Criteria The criteria that a system or component must satisfy in order 
to be accepted by a user, customer, or other authorized entity. 

Acceptance Testing Formal testing conducted to determine whether or not a 
system satisfies its acceptance criteria and to enable the 
customer to determine whether or not to accept the system. 

Actor Actors may represent roles played by human users, external 
hardware, or other subjects.  

API Stands for Application Programming Interface. A language 
and message format used by an application program to 
communicate with the operating system or some other control 
program such as a database management system (DBMS) or 
communications protocol. 

Application software Software designed to fulfill specific needs of a user; for 
example, software for navigation, payroll, or process control.  

Architectural design The process of defining a collection of hardware and software 
components and their interfaces to establish the framework for 
the development of a computer system.  

Blended learning A learning/ instruction process which combines face-to-face 
and virtual learning/ teaching. Syn: Flexible learning, Hybrid 
learning, Computer Assisted Instruction.  
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CAI Computer Assisted Instruction. 

CCSS Common Core State Standards. 

CMS Content Management System or Course Management System. 

Common Core State 
Standards 

In the United States, the Common Core State Standards 
provide a consistent, clear understanding of what students are 
expected to learn. 

Component One of the parts that make up a system. A component may be 
hardware or software and may be subdivided into other 
components. Note: The terms “module", “component,” and 
“unit” are often used interchangeably. 

Component Testing Testing of individual hardware or software components or 
groups of related components. Syn: module testing. 

Computer Assisted 
Instruction 

Syn. See "Blended Learning". 

Concept Of 
Operations 

Is a document describing the characteristics of a proposed 
system from the viewpoint of an individual who will use that 
system. It is used to communicate the quantitative and 
qualitative system characteristics to all stakeholders. 

CONOPS Concept Of Operations 

Content Management 
System 

In the educational context, a system that enables content 
creators, instructors and teachers to store, manage, create and 
edit learning resources.  

Course Management 
System 

Syn. See "Content Management System". 

Debug To detect, locate, and correct faults in a computer program. 
Techniques include use of breakpoints, desk checking, dumps, 
inspection, reversible execution, single-step operation, and 
traces. 

DeL Distance e-learning. 

Digital Teaching 
Platform 

An e-learning system devised to operate in a teacher-led 
physical classroom as the primary carrier of the curriculum 
content. 

Distance E-learning An e-learning process which doesn't require presence in a 
physical classroom.  

E-learning Use of electronic media and information and communication 
technologies in education. 
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Extreme 
programming 

Software development methodology which propose frequent 
"releases" in short development cycles, which is intended to 
improve productivity and quality. After each checkpoints,  
new customer requirements can be adopted. It also includes 
programming in pairs and unit testing of all code, avoiding 
programming of features until they are actually needed. 

Flexible learning Syn. See "Blended Learning". 

Functional 
Requirement 

A requirement that specifies a function that a system or 
system component must be able to perform,  

GUI Graphical User Interface. 

HTTP The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application 
protocol for distributed, collaborative, hypermedia 
information systems. HTTP is the foundation of data 
communication for the World Wide Web. 

Hybrid learning Syn. See "Blended Learning".  

IDE Integrated Development Environment. 

iDEA Internet Para la Digitalización Efectiva del Aula (Internet for 
the effective digitalization of the classroom). 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 

Integration The process of combining soft- ware components, hardware 
components, or both into an overall system.  

Integration Testing Testing in which software components, hardware components, 
or both are combined and tested to evaluate the interaction 
between them. 

Integration testing Testing in which software components, hardware components, 
or both are combined and tested to evaluate the interaction 
between them.  

Interface 1) A shared boundary across which information is passed. (2) 
A hardware or software component that connects two or more 
other components for the purpose of passing information from 
one to the other. (3) To connect two or more components for 
the purpose of passing information from one 
to the other. (4) To serve as a connecting or connected 
component as in (2). 

iOS Operating System created by Apple for the mobile devices 
iPad and iPhone. 

IT Information Technology. 
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K-12 Is a designation for the sum of primary and secondary 
education. It is used in the United States, Canada, Turkey, the 
Philippines, and Australia. The expression is a shortening 
of kindergarten (K) for 4- to 6-year-olds through twelfth 
grade (12) for 17- to 19-year-olds. 

LCMS Learning Content Management System. 

Learning Content 
Management System 

A system that integrates a LMS and a CMS. 

Learning 
Management System 

An e-learning system that models conventional in-person 
education by providing a virtual environment. Syn: Virtual 
learning environment, learning platform. 

Learning Platform Syn. See "Learning Management System". 

LMS Learning Management System. 

M-learning. Specific use of mobile devices to access an e-learning system. 

MVC Model View Controller.  

OS Operating System. 

Performance 
Requirement 

A requirement that imposes conditions on a functional 
requirement; for example a requirement that specifies the 
speed, accuracy, or memory usage with which a given 
function must be performed.  

Performance Testing Testing conducted to evaluate the compliance of a system or 
component with specified performance requirements.  

Protocol A set of formal rules describing how to transmit data, 
especially across a network. Low level protocols define the 
electrical and physical standards to be observed, bit- and byte-
ordering and the transmission and error detection and 
correction of the bit stream. High level protocols deal with the 
data formatting, including the syntax of messages, the 
terminal to computer dialogue, character sets, sequencing of 
messages etc. 

Regression Testing Is the process of testing changes to computer programs to 
make sure that the older programming still works with the 
new changes. 

Requirement A condition or capability that must be met or possessed by a 
system or system component to satisfy a contract, standard, 
specification, or other formally imposed documents. 
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Reusable Pertaining to a software module or other work product that 
can be used in more than one computer program or software 
system. 

Service Interface A service interface is the abstract boundary that 
a service exposes. It defines the types of messages and 
the message exchange patterns that are involved in interacting 
with the service, together with any conditions implied by 
those messages. 

Stakeholder For a project, a person, group or organization with an interest 
in it. 

Subsystem A secondary or subordinate system with a larger system. 

System Testing Testing conducted on a complete, integrated system to 
evaluate the system's compliance with its specified 
requirements. 

TDD Test Driven Development. 

Test An activity in which a system or component is executed under 
specified conditions, the results are observed or recorded, and 
an evaluation is made of some aspect of the system or 
component. 

Test coverage The degree to which a given test or set of tests addresses all 
specified requirements for a given system or component.  

Test Plan A document that describes the technical and management 
approach to be followed for testing a system or component. 
Typical con- tents identify the items to be tested, tasks to be 
performed, responsibilities, schedules and required resources 
for the testing activity.  

UML Unified Modeling Language. 

Unit testing Testing of individual hardware or software units or groups of 
related units. 

URL Uniform Resource Locator. 

V-Model A sequential development process, derived from the waterfall 
model. The V in V-Model means Verification and Validation. 
Instead of going down the waterfall in a linear way the 
process steps are bent upwards at the coding phase, to form 
the typical V shape. The reason for this is that for each of the 
design phases it was found that there is a counterpart in the 
testing phases which correlate to each other. 

Validation The process of evaluating a system or component during or at 
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the end of the development process to determine whether it 
satisfies specified  requirements. 

Verification The process of evaluating a system or component to 
determine whether the products of a given development phase 
satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that phase.  

Verification & 
Validation 

The process of determining whether the requirements for a 
system or component are complete and correct, the products 
of each development phase fulfill the requirements or 
conditions imposed by the previous phase, and the final 
system or component complies with specified requirements. 

Version An initial release or re-release of a computer software 
Configuration item, associated with a complete compilation or 
recompilation of the computer software configuration item. 

Virtual Learning 
Environment 

Syn. See "Learning Management System". 

Waterfall model A model of the software development process in which the 
constituent activities, typically a concept phase, requirements 
phase, design phase, implementation phase, test phase, and 
installation and checkout phase, are performed in that order, 
possibly with overlap but with little or no 
iteration. 

Web Service A Web service is a software system designed to support 
interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. 
It has an interface described in a machine-processable format 
(specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web 
service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP-
messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML 
serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards. 

XML Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a markup language 
that defines a set of rules to encapsulate data for transport and 
storage. 
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B ) Planning 

This section presents the project’s planning, which will provide information on the 
development of the project, events, the estimated and actual times for the tasks, etc. The 
Table 4 contains a summary of the project times, while the Table 5 shows the main tasks 
with the details and hours of work (which are used in annex C.1 ). 

 
 

Project Times Summary 
Estimated Start 04.Mar.2013 
Estimated End 17.Sep.2013 
Estimated Duration 140 days 
Start 04.Mar.2013 
End 07.Nov.2013 
Duration 177 days 
Delay 37 days 

Table 4: Project Times Summary. 

 
Activity Start End Days (of work) Hours 
Investigation 04.Mar.2013 29.Mar.2013 20 80 
Documentation 01.May.2013 07.Nov.2013 38 152 
Implementation & tests 29.May.2013 09.Oct.2013 78 468 

Table 5: Tasks . 

 

 
Illustration 32: Planning, Gantt view. 

 
 
 During the project development, some events and delays forced to re-plan the 

remaining tasks twice, establishing a new baseline each time. The multiple baseline Gantt 
view in Illustration 33 shows a comparison between the three baselines: 
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- Red line: first baseline, corresponds to the original plan, with no modifications. 
- Green line: second baseline, introduces an unexpected work pause, breaking the 

implementation task segment into two segments and delaying subsequent tasks. 
- Blue line: third baseline, it’s the final baseline and it’s caused by a delay in the 

implementation task. 
 

 
Illustration 33: Planning, multiple baseline Gantt. 
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C ) Budget 

This section presents the budget of the project. The Table 6 shows the summary of 
this budget, which consists on three stages that lead to the final budget: the project costs, 
the risk bonus and the benefits. 

 
 

Concept Amount 
Costs 14.862,58 € 
Risk (10%) 1.486,25 € 
Benefit (20%) 3.270,57  € 
TOTAL (NO IVA) 19.617,43 € 
TOTAL (IVA, 21%) 23.737,09 € 

Table 6: Budget summary. 

 
COSTS 

 
The Table 7 shows a summary of the project costs (the costs details are available in 

annex C subsections). 
 

Concept Cost 
Personnel 12864,58 € 
Hardware 290 € 
Software 1.494 € 

Indirect Costs 213 € 
TOTAL 14.862 € 

Table 7: Costs summary. 

RISK MARGIN 
 
Though all projects are affected by many kind of risks (such as non payment, 

technological risks, human failure, etc.) this is not a big project involving many people, 
so a low 10% bonus percentage will be applied in this concept. 

 
- Risk margin: 1.486,2 € (10% of the costs). 
- Total cost: 16.348,86 €. 

 
BENEFITS 

 
The expected benefits is a 20% of the total costs, including the risk margin. 

- Benefits: 3.270,57 € (20% of the cost). 
- Total cost: 19.617,43 €. 
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C.1 ) Personnel costs 

This section presents the personnel costs related to the iDEA’s App for iPad project. 
The team is formed by three persons: an analyst-programmer, a functional consultant and 
a program manager.  

 
Role Experience Name 

Analyst-programmer 2-5 years Enrique Golmayo 
Functional Consultant >5 years Julio Encinas 

Program Manager >5 years Juan Llorens 

Table 8: Personnel. 

 
Table 9 shows the costs of the different roles applying. The cost per hour is 

calculated from the salary, plus the social security on the company’s behalf (estimating a 
single value of 30%) and dividing into the working hours per year assuming 48 weeks 
and 40 hours per week.  The wages were obtained from the Hays guide for job market in 
Spain 2013  [D2]. 

 
Role Experience Salary Cost Cost per hour 

Analyst-programmer 2-5 years 22000 € 28600 € 14,9  €/h 
Functional Consultant >5 years 45000 € 58500 € 30,47  €/h 

Program Manager >5 years 90000 € 117000 € 60,94  €/h 

Table 9: Costs per role. 

The Table 10 illustrates the personnel costs calculated from the costs per hour in 
Table 9 and the hours of work for each role. The R1 work is obtained from annex B ) 
Planning.  

 
Activity R1 R2 R3 TOTAL 

Investigation 80 h 10 h 0 h  90 h 
Documentation 152 h 20 h 20 h 192 h 

Implementation and testing 468 h 10 h 0 h 478 h 
HOURS 700 h 40 h 20 h 760 h 

COST PER HOUR 14,16  €/h 28,97  €/h 57,98  €/h … 
COST: 9913,75 € 1158,75 € 1158,75 € 12231,25 € 

Table 10: Personnel Costs. 
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C.2 ) Hardware costs 

The hardware used in this project is already specified in 3.1.4 

Technological environment. The Table 11 indicates its costs and 
the part of it that is charged to this project.  
 

Product Cost/Unit Units Total Cost Chargeable Cost 
Macbook Air 13" 256GB 1.329 € 1 1.329 € 222 € 
iPad Mini 16GB 3G-WIFI 409 € 1 409 € 68 € 

   TOTAL: 290 € 

Table 11: Hardware costs. 

The chargeable costs are obtained from the percentage of use of the hardware for this 
project (about 6 months) over the total estimated lifetime (36 months).  

 

C.3 ) Software costs 

The software used in this project is already specified in 3.1.4 

Technological environment. The Table 12 indicates the costs of the 
non-free software used.  

 
Product Cost/Unit Units Cost 

Office for Mac  
Home & Business 207 € 1 207 € 

Microsoft project 769 € 1 769 € 
Visual Paradigm UML 518 € 1 518 € 

  TOTAL: 1.494 € 

Table 12: Software costs. 

C.4 ) Indirect Costs 

The indirect costs involved in the project consists in an ADSL Internet connection, 
which supposed 35.50€ per month, resulting in a total of 213€ during the six months the 
project lasted. The rest of the indirect costs will be considered non relevant or 
insignificant. 
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D ) iDEA Web Service Interface 

The goal of this section is to specify the available communication interface for the 
iDEA Web Service. The following tables explain the available HTTP POST requests, 
their inputs and outputs.  

 
 

iDEA Web Service Request 
 

Logon 
 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/Logon HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
user=string&password=string&dispositivoID=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<SessionWebService xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">   
<SessionID>int</SessionID>    
<LoginValido>boolean</LoginValido>   
<IdDispositivoValido>boolean</IdDispositivoValido>   
<IdUsuario>int</IdUsuario> </SessionWebService> 

 
Table 13: iDEA Web Service Request – Logon. 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get User Info 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetUserInfo HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<UserInfo xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">   
<FullName>string</FullName>    
<Group>string</Group> </UserInfo> 

 
Table 14: iDEA Web Service Request – Get User Info. 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Horarios By Alumno From Date 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetHorariosByAlumnoFromDate HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string&fecha=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <ArrayOfDiariosAlumnos 
xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<DiariosAlumnos>      
<DiarioAlumnoId>int</DiarioAlumnoId>      
<Falta>string</Falta>      
<TipoAmonestacion>string</TipoAmonestacion>     
<Amonestacion>string</Amonestacion>      
<NotaClase>string</NotaClase>      
<Positivos>int</Positivos>      
<Negativos>int</Negativos>      
<Materia>string</Materia>      
<HoraInicio>dateTime</HoraInicio>      
<HoraFin>dateTime</HoraFin>      
<Fecha>dateTime</Fecha>    
</DiariosAlumnos>    
<DiariosAlumnos>      
<DiarioAlumnoId>int</DiarioAlumnoId>      
<Falta>string</Falta>      
<TipoAmonestacion>string</TipoAmonestacion>     
<Amonestacion>string</Amonestacion>      
<NotaClase>string</NotaClase>      
<Positivos>int</Positivos>      
<Negativos>int</Negativos>      
<Materia>string</Materia>      
<HoraInicio>dateTime</HoraInicio>      
<HoraFin>dateTime</HoraFin>      
<Fecha>dateTime</Fecha>    
</DiariosAlumnos>  
</ArrayOfDiariosAlumnos> 

 
Table 15: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Horarios By Alumno From Date. 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Eventos Agenda From Date 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetEventosAgendaFromDate HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string&fromDate=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<EventosAgenda xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<EventoAgenda id="int" fechaInicio="dateTime" fechaFin="dateTime" 
borrado="boolean">      
<Titulo>        
<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">schema</schema>xml 
</Titulo>      
<Ubicacion>        
<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">schema</schema>xml 
</Ubicacion>      
<Descripcion>        
<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">schema</schema>xml 
</Descripcion>      
<Autor>        
<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">schema</schema>xml 
</Autor>      
<Destinatario>        
<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">schema</schema>xml 
</Destinatario>    
</EventoAgenda>  
</EventosAgenda> 

 
Table 16: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Eventos Agenda From Date. 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Actividades Asignadas From Date 2 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetActividadesAsignadasFromDate2 HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionId=string&fecha=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<ActividadesAsignadas xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<ActividadAsignada id="int" idEpigrafe="int" idConcepto="int" 
numero="int" fechaGuardado="dateTime" fechaEnvio="dateTime" 
fechaCorreccion="dateTime" fechaSolucion="dateTime" 
fechaEntrega="dateTime" nota="string" comentario="string" />    
<ActividadAsignada id="int" idEpigrafe="int" idConcepto="int" 
numero="int" fechaGuardado="dateTime" fechaEnvio="dateTime" 
fechaCorreccion="dateTime" fechaSolucion="dateTime" 
fechaEntrega="dateTime" nota="string" comentario="string" />  
</ActividadesAsignadas> 

 
Table 17: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Actividades Asignadas From Date 2. 

 
iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Messages From Date 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetMessagesFromDate HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string&fromDate=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<Messages xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<Message id="int" date="dateTime" type="int" from="int" to="int" 
status="int">      
<Text><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">schema 
 </schema>xml</Text>      
<Subject><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Subject>    
</Message>    
</Messages> 

 
Table 18: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Messages From Date. 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Comunicaciones Destinatarios 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetComunicacionesDestinatarios HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<Teachers xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<Teacher id="int" tutor="boolean">      
<Name><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Name>    
</Teacher>    
</Teachers> 

 
Table 19: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Comunicaciones Destinatarios. 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Indices From Date 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetIndicesFromDate HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string&fromDate=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<Indice xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<Libros>      
<Libro id="int" alumnoLibroId="int" imagenId="int" materiaId="int" 
materia="string" tipo="string" mostrarTitulos="int" css="string">       
<Titulo><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Titulo>        
<Unidades> 
<Unidad d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" /> 
<Unidad d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" />        
</Unidades>      
</Libro>      
</Libros>  
</Indice> 

 
Table 20: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Indices From Date. 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Contenido Unidad 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetContenidoUnidad HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string&idUnidad=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<UnidadContenido id="int" xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">   
<Conceptos>      
<ConceptoContenido id="int">        
<Contenido><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Contenido> 
<Apartados> 
<ApartadoContenido d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1= 
 "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" /> 
<ApartadoContenido d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1= 
 "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" />                  
</Apartados> 
</ConceptoContenido> 
</Conceptos>    
<Talleres>      
<TallerContenido id="int">        
<Contenido><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Contenido>        
<ApartadosTaller>          
<ApartadoTallerContenido d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1= 
 "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" />         
<ApartadoTallerContenido d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1= 
 "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" />        
</ApartadosTaller>      
</TallerContenido>      
</Talleres>    
<Recursos>      
<Recurso id="int" tipo="string" />      
<Recurso id="int" tipo="string" />    
</Recursos>  
</UnidadContenido> 

 
Table 21: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Contenido Unidad. 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Recurso Content (Part I) 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetRecursoContent HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionId=string&recursoId=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<RecursoContenido id="int" tipo="string" nombreTipo="string" 
nombre="string" xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<Ampliacion>      
<Titulo>        
<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Titulo>      
<Texto><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Texto>    
</Ampliacion>    
<PasoAPaso mostrarComoCarrusel="boolean">      
<Titulo><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Titulo>      
<PasoAPasoDetalles>        
<PasoAPasoDetalle id="int" imagenId="int" orden="int">          
<Titulo d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-   
 instance" />          
<Texto d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema- 
 instance" />        
</PasoAPasoDetalles>    
</PasoAPaso>    
<Procedimiento>      
<Titulo><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Titulo>      
<ProcedimientoPantallas>        
<ProcedimientoPantalla id="int" orden="int">          
<Titulo d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema- 
 instance" />          
<Texto d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema- 
 instance" />             
</ProcedimientoPantallas>    
</Procedimiento>    
<Imagen>      
<Titulo><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Titulo>    
</Imagen>    
<Podcast>      
<Titulo><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Titulo>    
</Podcast> 
</RecursoContenido> 

 
Table 22: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Recurso Content (Part I). 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Recurso Content (Part II) 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetRecursoContent HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded Content-Length: length   
sessionId=string&recursoId=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8 Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<RecursoContenido id="int" tipo="string" nombreTipo="string" 
nombre="string" xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<Cronologia>      
<Titulo><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Titulo>      
<CronologiaEtapas>        
<CronologiaEtapa>          
<TituloPeriodo d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1= 
 "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" />          
<InicioPeriodo d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1= 
 "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" />          
<FinPeriodo d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1= 
 "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" />          
<Texto d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema- 
 instance" />        
</CronologiaEtapa>        
</CronologiaEtapas>    
</Cronologia>    
<MapaConceptual>      
<Texto><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Texto>      
<MapasConceptuales>        
<MapaConceptualDetalle id="int">          
<Texto d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema- 
 instance" />          
<MapasConceptuales d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1= 
 "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" />       
</MapaConceptualDetalle>        
</MapasConceptuales>    
</MapaConceptual>    
<Vinculo>      
<Titulo><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Titulo>      
<Url><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Url>      
<Autor><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Autor>      
<Fuente><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Fuente>      
<Descripcion><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Descripcion>    
</Vinculo>  </RecursoContenido>  
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Table 23: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Recurso Content (Part II). 
 

iDEA Web Service Request 
 

Get Recurso Content (Part III) 
 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetRecursoContent HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded Content-Length: length   
sessionId=string&recursoId=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8 Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<RecursoContenido id="int" tipo="string" nombreTipo="string" 
nombre="string" xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<FotografiaEtiquetada>      
<Pie><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Pie>    
</FotografiaEtiquetada>    
<FichaConcepto>      
<Titulo><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Titulo>      
<FichaConceptoCategorias>        
<FichaConceptoCategoria id="int" orden="int">          
<Texto d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema- 
 instance" />          
<FichaConceptoTextos d5p1:nil="true" xmlns:d5p1= 
 "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" />       
</FichaConceptoCategoria>        
</FichaConceptoCategorias>    
</FichaConcepto>    
<BloqueActividadesIncrustadas tipo="boolean">      
<Enunciado><schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 schema</schema>xml</Enunciado>      
<ActividadesIncrustadas>        
<ActividadIncrustada id="int" orden="int" idActividadIncrustada="int" 
/>        
</ActividadesIncrustadas>    
</BloqueActividadesIncrustadas>  
</RecursoContenido> 

 
Table 24: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Recurso Content (Part III). 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Binario For Type 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetBinarioForType HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string&idRecurso=string&tipoRecurso=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<base64Binary xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/"> 
 base64Binary</base64Binary> 

 
Table 25: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Binario For Type. 

 
 

iDEA Web Service Request 
 

Get Libro Cover 
 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetLibroCover HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string&libroAlumnoID=string 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<base64Binary xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/"> 
 base64Binary</base64Binary> 

 
Table 26: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Libro Cover. 
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iDEA Web Service Request 

 
Get Unidades Modificadas From Date 

 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetUnidadesModificadasFromDate HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string&fromDate=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<ListaUnidades xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<UnidadesIds>      
<UnidadId id="int" />      
<UnidadId id="int" />    
</UnidadesIds>  
</ListaUnidades> 

 
Table 27: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Unidades Modificadas From Date. 

 
 

iDEA Web Service Request 
 

Get Recursos Changed For Libros From Date 
 

HTTP POST template: 

POST /tabletalumnosoap.asmx/GetRecursosChangedForLibrosFromDate 
 HTTP/1.1  
Host: mufasa.kr.inf.uc3m.es  
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded  
Content-Length: length   
sessionID=string&fromDate=string 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK  
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8  
Content-Length: length   
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<LibrosCss xmlns="http://www.fundacionalbeniz.com/">    
<LibroCss id="int" alumnoLibroId="int">      
<RecursosCss id="int" />    
</LibroCss>    
<LibroCss id="int" alumnoLibroId="int">      
<RecursosCss id="int" />    
</LibroCss>  
</LibrosCss> 

 
Table 28: iDEA Web Service Request – Get Recursos Changed For Libros From Date. 
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